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SUMMARY.
Single crystals of cupric acetate monohydrate dimer-d16
and potassium sutphamate-dz were studied by deuterium magnetic
resonance. The theory of magnetic resonance in quadrupolar nuclei
is briefly described. followed by a description of the apparatus used
and the experimental technique. Several computer program.s were
written in Elliott ALGOL 60 for the calculation and interpretation of
the results.
The quadr-upo laz coupling constant and asymmetry param.eter
for the methyl group deuterons in cupric acetate' were found to be :-
eZqQ/h;: 55.6 :!:. .4 kHz, r; == .13 ±. .02 at oOe.
At 770K the results were unchanged. The departure of 'YJ from the
expected value of zero was explai.ned on the basis of the indirect
electric field effect. After a critical .review of other work on coupling
constants in C-D cempounds , a value of 168 ±. 5 kHz was deduced for
eZqQ/h in the static -COl gr'oup in cupric: acetate.
Potassium Sulphamate -cia was studied at -18°C. The results
were :-
e2qQ/h l!l; 206.9 !.1. 4 kH~, YJ = .14 :t. .01.
A comparison with the results fot urea showed that the magnitude and
directions of the principal co ponents of the efg tensor appeared to be
controlled by hydrogen bonding.
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CHAPTER 1.
INTRODUCTION.
The p1.lrpose of this chapter is to give a very short review of
the informa.tion obtainable from deuterium magnetic resonance .studies
a! single crystals.
The electric neld gradient (efg) tensor for each crystaHo-
graphicaHy different deuteron can be obtained {loom a study of at
least two rotation patterns about different axes (5/4). Its eigenvalues
and eigenvectors can. yield structural information. Most work has
been done on molecules containing water of crystallisation, where it
was found (111) that the largest principle component of the efg tensor
( ~ zz) was very senatttve to the distance between the two oxygen atoms
in the hydrogen bonding system. BlillC and Hadzi (2/1) showed that
there was a smooth variation of p zz a e the 0-0 distance wa.s varied
ir'om cornpound to compound. The 1zz eigenvector was atways
along the 0-.0 direction, and). was close to the norrna l to theivy.
0 ..0 •.. 0. plane. In other , non ...hydrogen-honded. compounds f zz
was found to be always along the X ...D direction.
It is possible to ca tcutate the efg tensor components from the
e le tl"onic wave function, for ejearnple
The operator for 4> z:z;doee not commutewtth the energy operator. so
the' vatueoi cf zz is very sensitive to the wave function used. Thus
2.
a comparison of the calculated value of ~ zz with. the experimental
value is a sensitive test of a wave function. In the case of deuterium
it is especiaHy sensitive because the nuclear contribution is always
c lose in magnittlde, but opposite in sign to the electronic contribution.
Another advantage in using the efg at the deuteron as a test of a wave
functten is that the eig calculation does not h ve to take into account
the Sternheirner anti-shietd'ng effect (3/1)..
Deuterium magnetic resonance has be n used to investigate
crystal fel'l'oe ect.r ic andanti-! rroelectric properties I since these
are often dependent on the Ol'derillgoi the pr-oteus (4/1). An exampte
's 1<D2 04 I where the qua TU? tar splitting changes at about .so>
when the deute r cnaata rt to tunne l between the two sides of the double
potentia· mini. Ul11. Spin-lattice l'elax.a.tion time mee sur-emenes
(15/1) give iruol'mationon the t unne lUng ra.te.
3.
CHAPTER 11.
THEORY.
II. 1 Introduction.-
The splitting of nuclear magnetic resonance lines in single crystals
by the interaction of the nuc lear electric quadrupole moment with the
electric field gradient at the nuclear site was first reported by Pound
(1/2.). In the following theory it is assumed that the int.eraction energy
of the magnetic dipol.e of the nucleus with the' external magnetic field is
very 1 rgecompared with thequadrupolar interaction energy. The
quadrupole ef£ec.ts can then be treated as a perturbation of the magnetic
interaetiO!1s. The reSonance Une due to a'single type of nucleus can be
split into ZI components. whose ·splittings are dependent on the crystal
orientation in the lnagnetic field. It can be shown (514) that at least two
rotatlo.n patterns are necessary to give the eigenvalues and eigenvectors
of the electric field gradient tensor.
The purpose of the following part of thi.s chapter' is to present the
results of the theory of electric quadrupole effects in ma~etic resonance.
without detailed derivations, which may be found in referencea lil. and
2./2.
Enersy levels of a magnetic dipole in a magnetic field.
A nucleus contains charged particles of angular momentum so that
it may poss.ess a total magnetic moment ~ and teta] angular momentum
J. The two \rectors can be ·taken to be parallel Or anti ..parallel, so we
can write 4.
J:_=:'y!!, (1.1)
Y is a scalar k~ow,n as the gyromagnetic ratio of the nucleus. We can..
define an angular momertum operator I by the equation (reference 2/2.
,I , • ' ' J •
p.17)
J :: ~ I ".... .... (1. Z)
The applicat,ion of a magnetic field H prod,ucea an interaction"
energy of the nuc leus of - r-. H. The Hamiltonian is therefore simply:-
H= -~.H (1.3)
If the £leld is of strength Ho along the e -axts , then
(1. 4)
The eigenvalues 'of this Hamiltonian are multiples of the eigenvalues
of Iz• so the allowed energy Ieve ls are
Em = - y~Hom,
It can be shown that an alternating magnetic field applied perpendicularly
m=I,I-l t •••• ,-1 (1. 5)
to the static fie ld , of angular frequency c.c,) such that
(1. 6)
will induce transitions between adjacent m-levels t which are separated
by A£". Thus
~ c.) = 0.1£ ::: y)iHo
tel = yHo (1.7)or
II. 3 The nucLearelec,tric quadrupole Hamiltonian.
The charge distribution in a nuc leus of spin gr ater than! is non-
spherical. 1£ we consider Figure It then in (a) the electrostatic energy
of the nuc leus is higber than in (b).
+q+q
-q
+q +q
(a) (b)
Figure 1.
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To P"t this quantitatively, the interaction energy E of a charge
distribution f with a potential V due to externa:' charge.s is
E: ~ JP (r)V(r)di
If we expand V(.r) in a Taylor fleries about the origin,' then
\ dV) 1 \" ''d"'v )
V(r)l!:V(O)+~Xi1Xi ;r:;o+zr?-:XiXj aXidXj 1':;0'"
I 1,J
wbe.re xi (i=1.Z,3) stands for K,y,z respectively.
Defining
V· aV)... -i O)[ir=o
d
2
V )
Vi6 :; (l'Xi ~Xj r=o
we have, to aec oad order
. \" 1
E=V(O) (p dl + L V· ~ x.pdT t rrj . 1 1 •
1.
(1. 8)
(1. 9)
(1. 10)
(1. 11)
It the origi1t is at the mass celltr\e of the nucleus, the Hrst tal-m is the
electrostatic energy of the nue leu considered as a point charge. The
6.
second term contains the electric dipole rnorrrent of the nucleus. but it
can be shown that it is zero, since the mass centre and charge centre
coincide. The third term is the electrical quadrupole term. We can
find principal axes of the potential V such that
(LIZ)
V must satisfy laplace's equation : ..
(1.13)
so at the origin
L Vu = Q (1. 14)
i
V is, known as the e tecrrte field gradient (e.i. g.) tensor. It can be
shown by a rather tong derivation, that the quadrupolar Hamiltonian.
in terms of the principle components of V. is
j{ Q c4Ie~1_1) [V 2021(312, a ..12) + (Vxx- Vyy)(lx2 _ly Z)]
where I is the total angular momentum of the system, and Ix. Iy• Iz
(1. 15)
are the angular roome,ntum operators.
It is .usual to define two quantities 'YJ and t by the equations
(1.16)
The principle axes are defined such that
(1. 17)
By laplace's equation
(1. 18)
So Vyyand Vxx must have the same s.ign, and '1lie9 between 0 and 1.
7.
The quantities V0' V+ 1 ' V...Z wiH be used later. they are defined.
by
Vo:: Vzz
V!_l :0;: Vzx:t. i Vzy
V±.Z :: i (Vxx - V yy> :!. i Vxy (1. 19)
Tlte VijtS are in an arbitrary • nerr-pz-Inc ipa Laet of axes .
!l. 4- Energy levels in a strong m,agnatic field.
The effect on the energy levels nd frequencies of q , '7 and the
orientation of the appUed magnetic. field relative to the principal axes
is now described. Q and q appear in the Hamiltonian only as a product,
so neither can be determined directly. The ign a£ qO and the senses
of the principal axes cannot be determined. In eceton II Z the
eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian Hlv1 ;z: • y~Holz were shown to be
(1.20)
where l/ 1,Is the Larmor frequency.
When a single crystal is placed in a strong magnetic field, the
Hamiltonian, assuming no direct i.nteractions of the spins with each
other, can be expressed by
j{::: ~vt'" HQ . (1. 21)
If the crystal is in a strong agnatic field 80 that yJUio» eZqQ. then
the energy levels corresponding to the Hamiltonian abeve can be .
obtained by using perturbation theory. The energy of the IE rturbed
Zeeman level, which in the limit of zero perturbation ia characterised
by the magnetic quantum number m , is given by
8.
rn ( eO \2 . Z Z
- lZviH \4J «7 ..8 1. )V+l V.l +(3 ..Zm )V+ZV_Z)
, 0 (1.2Z)
This is for a. nuc le us with 1:::1. The energy levels are dependent on
the irreducible tensor components VOt V+ l' V+ z; hence they depend
on th ery tal orientation with respect to the magnetic field. These
efg tensor components were defined in the coor-dinate system in wbk:h
the spin angular momentum i9 quantised. Sb'lce yY1Ho-::'> e2qO, the
magnetic field direction ia the axis of quantisation. A transformation
of the tensor in the ma.gnetic field axis system into a system based on
the cry tal gives the dependence of the energy levels on the crystal
orientation. 1~h6transformation properties of tensors are described
by Nye (3/2).
It the expert ent transitio s between adjacent m- tevets are
observed. The two allowed frequencies are:-
\/01 =\110 = (Eo-E1)/h
:= yHolZn - 3eOVO/4h + 2yJRoii
(oof'\tJ ("V+l V_l+V+Z V_Z)
(1.Z3a)
\/ ..10 :: Va ..I =(E_l - Eo)/h
1
~e'lJ2..(_V+l V..1 + V+2 V.z)
(l.Z3b)
We can see b"om these equations that the three equally spaced. Zeeman
levels aU ahUt 80 that the centre of gravity of the allowed frequencies
remains at the Larmor frequency. U' only the first order effects are
9.
taken into account. Second order e.ffects only shift the centre of
gravity. If we measure the frequency difference, /jV , of the two
transitions I then the second order terms disappear. From equations
1.23
(1. 24)
II. 5 Prediction of the rotation 2a.ttern.
Equation 1.24 can be uaedre predict and interpret the rotation
pattern$., From equation 1.19, Vo is the magnitude of the electric
fie ld gradient in the direction of the ag~etic fie Ld. It should be noted
that in. the following .part the transformations al'e made from the fixed
labora.tory set of axes into the direction of the magnetic field, rather
than in the direction sugg~sted in the pl'evi.o~8 section. This gives
exactly the same expressions. The var toua axial systems are defined
in section6 of chapter IV.
We start with the electric field gradient tensor, cp ~ for'the deuteron.
in the orthogonal crystallographic system
1~ CPll ~12 TI3
f 12- .tZ2 f 23
113 f32 f 33 (1. ~5)
The trans/ormation matrix, A, fol' the transfol:'tnation of.the
orthogonal crystallographic axes to the fixed laboratory a,xes has the
elem~nt8
A. :: all alZ a 13
aZI a 22 a 23
a3l a 3l a 33 (1.20)
10.
'tAlethen transform the tensor in the fixed laborato,ry system into the
rotated set based em the magnet, using the transforrnation matrix R.
given by
Rrcose 0 -sin a
o 1 o
(1.27)sine 0 cose
where e is the magnet rotation angle. T'hu,sthe tensor ~ • when
.transformed into the magnet based system gives t ';..
(1. 28)
where At indicates the transpose of A.
Put RA =T. (1.29)
We are 'only intere.sted in ft 33' which is equal to Vo in equation 1. 19.
Since T is a unitary matrix
(1.30)
Only T31t T32, and T33 are requtred.
T31::: aU sine +a.31 cose
T32 :::a12 $in9 + a3Zc(')sG
T33=a13sinB. +a33cose (1.31)
By substituting (1. 31) in (1. 30) and collecting terms. f' 33 becomes
1'13:: A '" B sin ze + C cos 2(7 (1.32)
whel'e
A = HI-a~l )
B alIa3I
C 1(Z Z)s a31 -a 11
alZa32
1 2 2z(a3Z -a 12}
al3a33
ok (2 2)'l. a33 -a13
cfn
1zz
4>33
flZ
CPl3
f23 (1. 33)
The rows of the 3 x 6 t atrix and the 6 x 1 nat r ix composed of
elements of f can be regarded as vectors -in a 6 space. If they are
called MA' MB, MC' ~ m respectively, then (1.33) can be rewritten in
the form of sea lar products of vector s ,
A :.:M.A· f m
B = MB. fm
C :: MC. tpm (1.34)
The program SPECTRU t1 (Chapter IV, section 7) calculates the
values of A, Band C. The reverse process, of calculating the elements
of 1 (equation 1.25) from experimental data. is accomplished in the
program TENSOR (Chapter IV. section 8), but it is first neces sary to
describe the solution of linear equations where the r e are more equations
than variables. This theory is also used in the least squares analysis
~f the rotation patterns (Chapter IV section 4).
II. (, Least squares analysis.
12~
We have n observed va lue a of a variable Y. which is related to
the m {m < n} quantities x by the set of linear equations
Yn = rnL
i:::.l
f . x,m 1 (L 35)
where the tis a.re functions of n , i and any other variable, the xi's are
to be determined, and Yn is defined by :-
obsy :: Yu + En
where yO~8 is the observed value of Vn
(1.36)
E is the 6rror In the determination.
Equation (1.36) is exact , so the problem i to find the me t probable
values of the xi's. U the errors are normally independently distributed.
then. the ost probable solution is the one which inimises the sum of
the squares of the errors. In t'l1.atl"ix notation. equations (l. 35) and
(1..36) can be written as
y Cl Fx (1. 31)
so the least squares solution for x if! (3/Z P 158 - 1(9)
X :: (Ft F) -1 Ft Y. (1.38)
where Ft is the transpose of F .
. The variance of xi is g-iven by (reference 4/2)
62(Xi):: CH aZ/(n-m)
where C::: CFtFrl,
S2 is the sum of the squar s of the errors.
(1. 39)
II. 7 Calculation of the components of the efg tensor from 13.
experimental results.
The constants A. B. C (equation 1.32) are obtained for each of
the deuterons in the three experimental rotation patterns. For one
deuteron there are three sets of At B. C, 80 we have nine simultaneous
equations in the six unknov n co. pone t s of the eigtensor in. the
crvstallographic' system. They a.r-e :.:
Aa :: Aa CPll
Ba. MBa ¢Z2
C Mea 4> 33a
Ab MAb f12
Bb Bb ¢13
Cb Cb ~23
Ac MAc
Be MBc
Cc MCc (1. 40)
where Aa i~ the value of A in the a' ..axis rotation pattern.and
MAa is the vatue of MA [eg , 1.34) for the a' -axis rotation
pattern. its value is calculated from the transformation matrix.
It should be remembe.redthat the M'a are vectors in a 6-space ..
ECluation (1.40) can be solved ior4lr'J the method described in the previous
section. A rough idea of the accuracy of the results can be obtained
from the variances of each. and from the Slim 111+0/22.+133' which
sbo id be zero.
14.
The eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the tensor are calculated
hy the compute» procedure SYMMETRIC QR 2 (6/4).
15.
CHAPTER III
Section 1. Apparatus.
A block diagram of the apparatus used to obta in deuterium
agnet ic resonance spectra is shown in Figure 1.
Spectrometer.
The spectro'fl'leter was built by John Clifford (1/3). to a. design
by Robinson (Z/3). The theoryo£ its operation is given by Robinson
in the same paper.
The detector current is neasured by a Z5}lA meter, its
agnitude is dependent on the r , f. voltage at the sample coi 1. The
r.£. level was calibrated by connecting a low i pedance output signal
generator (Marconi TF ZOOZ with 50.n.pad and known output voltage),
to the spectrometer instead of the sample coil. The generator
frequency was adjusted to 18.3 MHz. the us ua1 operating frequency.
then it was possible to draw a graph of detector current against r , f.
teve t,
Originally, a spectrometer designed by Blume (3/3) was built.
This was a crystal-controlled Pound-Knight- Watkins oscillator. It
was chosen because of the high frequency stability (better than 10 ppm
per hour) and very low oscillation level (down to 700 p..V) obtainable.
The compounds which were to have been studied would ha ve been
ea. Hy saturated, and it was fe It that a lower radio-frequency leve l
than that obtainable with a conventional PKW oscillator was necessary.
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However. it was found to be much less sensitive than ideal. 16.
Deuterium magnetic resonance spectra of a sample of heavy water
in 1 tU diameter glass tube were recorded. Under identical
conditions of magnetic fieLd r.£. Level and mod lad on depth it gave
a. signal noise ratio at least four times worse than that given by the
Robinson oscillator. Robinson (.2/3) shows that in a typical case a
marginal oscillator can be about 3.5 times le es sensitive than ideal.
A discussiQn at noise in the PKW oscillator may be found in
references 2/3. 4/3~ 14/3.
The magnet was a 15" Varian V3800 ona rotating base. with a
VF',RZ7Q3solid state power supply and control "nit. The maximum
)
field obtainable is about 2. 9T in a 1*tI (31. 8 mm) gap at 14Z amps.
The maguetic field strength is regulated by a negative feedback
c omr ct loop. A lZ90 Hz signal drive,s a HaU effect sensor in the
."nag et gap. and iEJ also applied ac eoo e the end termi. Is of the field
se lectl)l" potenttomete r , The difference between the Hall sensor
output and. the voltage at the potentiol'neter sUder is ampUfied. then
rectified tn a phase -se.flsitive detector. whose output controls the
mag1"4et cur-zent , The fieldstre 19th is therefore controlled by the
potentiometer setting. Two small potentiom.eters are connected
in series with the field selector. T e .£il"st is an tnceemeota l
control, which gives a manual adjustment range of lOOG. the second
is a otor driven ewee p potentiom tel'. The sweep ranges are
17.
Z50 rna to 40kG in periods of 0.5 to 100 minutes. and the sweep dial
is graduated from -50ro to +500/0 •
The tong-term field stability ia governed mainly by the temperature
variations of the Ha l l coefficient of the field ae.aace , and of the
resistances in the fie dseiector. In practice, it was found that the
fie Id at fixed se lector setting inc rea ed about 100G at 28 k G in the
first three hours after switching all. This initial drift is probably
eauae d by variation in temperature of the pole ..piece to which the Hall
sensor is attached, The fietd strength also increased with increa$ing
r com tem.perature. The ultiate stability under ldeal conditions was
a,bollt Z ppm p.er Inute after Q bour s , The drift might be reduced by
th.,n·' ostattingthe Hall probe and. control panel.
The magnet and power supply cold plate are cooled by distilled
water which circu.lates throug.b one side ofa heat exchanger. .The
water on the c:oldside of the heat exc:hal'l.gel' is sprayed down a cooling
tower against a current 'olair from a fan. 10 pp of 'Panacide'
(BDH Ltd.) were added to the water in the rnagnet eircuit to prevent
algal and bactedal growth. In $p'te of this, s low growth of algae
ace urr ed , so the iIS ystem was ea refu lty cleaned ou1;with •Oakite'
(Oaktte Products Inc. , New York) solution every Z to 3. 0nths.
The mag etic field hemogene ity was studied, using a 1 cc.
sample of heavy water in the Rob·1). on spectl'omet 1'. At the best
position the line width was about 260 m 0 at ZSkQ. . In this position
18.
the field homogeneity decreased considerably within 400g of 28kG.
At all field strengths the line width increased even if the sample was
oved 1 mm from the best place. Rough maas,urements showed that
the ee was a difference of about 8G between the fie Id strength at the
position of maximum homogeneity and at a point 15 mm awa.y.
Signa 1 detection
In order to detect the nuclear resonance eignal in the presence
of noise. the magnetic fie ld was modulated sinusoidally. with an
amplitude dependent On the stl'ength of the absorption. For strong
signals the modulation depth was O.5to 1 gauss. increaeing to about
Z g for the weakest signals. The modulation cotts consisted of 200
turns of 22 swg enamelled copper wire 'wound on each oJ two 6" internal
diameter by t" wide periSpex form,ers. They we're ennected in
parallet and mounted on a step on th pole-pieces, as in Fig. 3. The
modulation power seuece was a Henry's Radio 10 watt audio ampli£ier.
A Marconi TF 2000 audio frequency o~ciUator proviaed the
reference signal for the phase sensitive det~ct;oJ."and. the modulation
powe?;"ampUfier. A phase shiite.r (AJM.Electronics PSA 128) was
p,laced between. the audio gener.ator and power amplit'iel' input 80 that
the signal and reference phasing could be adjusted {or aKimum
signal/noise ratio.
The audio frequency output of the RobinsOn oscillator was first
fed into a low noise preamplifier (A Electronics LNA 133), then
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into a tuned amplifier (AIM Electronics TFO 129). and finally into
the signal input of a phase sensitive detector (AIM Electronics PSD
122).
Some early spectra were run using a tuned amplifier which was
built to the design of a unit in the Princeton AppUed Research
'J8-4' phasesensiHve detector. It was used in conjunction with a
Brookdeal Electronics LA 655 low freqllen.cy amplifier and a PDb29
phase sensitive detector. At times a Princeton AppUed Research
J1:3 -4 phase detector unit was used instead of the AIM E leetronic8
instrl1ment.
Spectra were recorded on a Servo8cribe RESll. ao chart
recorder •
.A few spectra were run using 8.U Advance HR·96 X..Y recorder.
The X signal was taken born a Unear potentiome.tcl" coupled to the
fie Id sweep unit on the magnet eont:t'ol pane L It was found that the
recorder sweep was up to .% non ..linear with respect to the magnet
sweep dial. Wlth strong signals a higher line position
reproducib.ility was possible. so the X-Y recorder was discarded.
The Servo8cribeand fie ld sweep motors are both maimfrequency
synchronous types. so there is ne possibility of non ..Unearity.
Probe unit
The objectives f,or the perforn'l.ance of the probe were:-
a) to give apectra at any te perature from about 40°C down to
770 K. the temperature of liquid nitrogen at atmospheric
press re. The upper temperature is limited by perspex
components in the robe.
b) Both the 0 ientation of a lSampi Nith respect to the probe and
the ori nt~t on of the robe in fixed laborator coordinates
should 'be able to be meaaus-ed easily and aCcu1"atety.
c) It hou be po sible to load a sa .. p l.e whose m lting' oint is
we H be low 0° C.
The d sign (Figures 2.3,4) is based on 0 e by ~ et dat (5/3).
The lowest tempe eature obtai able ith Ketudat'e probe was about
<no K AO as cooUng was added.
The pr obe coneiettloi a copper can Z. 7 cm. diameter by 17.5
cm. with a cone hie t', (1.93 M) o, d. COt er tube xtending
downwards. This tube acts as El. heat leak for t le semple and as tho
e. rth ondudo'"f fro the sample coil. The other c nd ctor runs
coaxta l 'neida the heat Leak. In order t minimi . leM oaductton
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to the coaxial ecnnector at the top f he rob • t ie t.op sect'on e the
eoaxtat lin to the coil is . ae fro_ 1 cm. and 1. rnrn , thin walled
an sit er tube. The outer tube is supported b 1!,' dia eter
pe pex tube, which a r r-Iea the coaxial socket.
Inside the ceppe r can is a cot l weuad from. bout 3. Srn of til
(b.35 m 1) o.cl. caper tube , Dr nitro~en, made b boiHn liquid
nih-Qgen, asses throunh th' FJ oil, own the ins'de of the heat leak,
and past the sa pte holder. It comes out 0 six srna lt ote s just
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below the sample and goes up between the Dewar and the outside of 21.
the heat leak. A flow rate of about 0.7 litres/minute of gas at
.. 96 reduce s the probe temperature from about -1 00 to -1960•
The probe temperature was m aaure d with' 0 copper-
constantan thermocouples whose emf's were de er ined by a
Solartron qLM 1420" digita vo t he referonce junctions
were maintained at 0° C in diad ed w tel' ice. k,- c her 0 ouple
wa stuck with "Ara ldtte II to th outside of the heat ea.k , one just
above the sample, the other about l em be Ow the i rat. hey were
e onne ted $0 that either te ape ra re of each junction, or their
difference, could be measured.
A heater coil; wound non-inductive Ly from about 4 of 38 8. W. g.
silk covered constantan wire. was p aced on the out ide of the heat
eak, about Gem, above the sa nple , Tests with a Bel 12 Hall effect
gauss ete r showed that a direct cur-rent of O. ' a a pr educed a fie id
of teas than 50 0 at the tamp e. Since the current fleneraUy used
WQ$ Less than 0.5 arnpa , and. the magnetic field mho logeneity was at
least 300 mG. It w ~ pos s tb e to u e a a r tac tran former as the
power sllp,ply for the heater. e probe a.saet bly i~ one 0 ed in a
silvered glass tail Dewar suppoete by six Screw in cage
aur r eundtng it. The,se a low precise adjustmen of the De\\'ar
orientation in the . agnet gap.
Sal~p e h.older/coilassembly (F'igure 3).
This was Qri inally designed to hold gta s sample tubes up to
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6 cm long , containing single crystals of tow melting point deuterated
compcunds , The assembly could be made much shorter for s ing le
crystals of high me lHng point co pounds.
Tbe coil round the sa n le is on an externa former. in order to
attain a higb filling factor. A 0.8 mr square thr ead with a 1.6 m
itch and 1 em internal dta etor wau cut insi.de the bore of the coil
former. 1-1 turns of 24 swg ena e l led copper wt.re wore wound on
the shank of a si~e W . rill (9. 75 m.m). The former 'Was carefully
screwed onto the coil. then the tope nd of the coil was soldered to the
centre conductor of a 4 m Belting-Lee subminiature co xia..l plug
screwed to the top of the sa pie holder. The earth end of the coll
passes downwards ina 1 m slot at the side of the former.
At the top of the coil for 'ler ia a rectangular piece which engages
in a semicircular slot in a. polystyrene plug. This design ensures
that the sam,ple holder always gee s in with the aame aatrauth ,
independent of the accuracy oicotlatruction. Th.o $0 icircular slot
was cut in the polystyrene plug after it had been fixed in the heat leak,
using a 3/s" (.954 cm) end niH. A 3/8" by tu (.954 x .635 .) flat
was milled on the eideoI the he t leak at the same ti. The normal
to the flat is thus accurately parallel to the axis of the erntc trcutar
tot. The 3/8" holes in the heat leak were blocked wtth 20 swg brass
dts e s stuck in place with "Aratdite ", Later, as· . Il piece of 1. Z mm
thick surface aluminbed mirror w· glued to th flat with "Araldite".
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The use of this mirror in the probe orientation procedure" ill be
described i the section on exper tm nta l methods.
ate crystals.
The sample holder is a push. fit in the coil former (Fig. 3,4).
Two £lats at right angles to each otber were milled on the bottom of
the holder. Sllrface-al minised mirrors,S x 8 x 1.2 mm thick;
were stuck with Araldite to the flats. They would only stick well if
the ba ks ere lightly gl'ound with 32.0 grade siUcon carbide.
Prob 5UPfort(Fig. 2.)
Afl1~me ·()f 1.6" aluminium Dexion was built around the . agnet .
A bridge of the san e material crosses the top of the frame above the
a.gne't gap. The .cage around the dewar is au pend cl by three
screwed rods from two perspex bars; which Ii tide on the. two lower
la:rts of the bridge. These screws were adjusted to make the top
dng ·o{the cage horiz.ontal. uainga spil"it level. Theadjustment.s
ot the probe orientation were dtus :-
1) backwards and fo:rwards. by slidi.ng the 'J..hole probe. The
per spex bars have 3/32" (2.4 mm) slots which engage on the
lower part of the bridge. $0 the probe cannot rotate;
Z) $ideways. by fLxing the bridge to the frame by crews in stots,
so that it can be moved sideways;
3) up. and down, by using the ·screwed rods.
FinaHy. the Dewar twil is ade paraUet to the magnet pole
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faces by adjustment of the three top screws in the cage. The probe
orientation was very stable and only needed occaatonat checks. even
after it had been removed and replaced several times.
Field measuring probe (Figure 5).-...-. - ,_.
A 1Z0MHz transistorised. roton agnatic resonance probe
designed by Robinson (6/3) was huilt. Two modHicatiolls were made.
The first was tOI1S(3 '"1E 3002 (Micro Electronics) np Gilicon
transistors and the second to use var actor tUl'l,ing instead of a
conventional variable capacitor. "this a Ltowed rem01:e tuning by a
potentiometer with none of the vibration which would result from
anua t tuning. An STC BA 110 V3.ractor diode was tried firet. but
a Sie; lens BA 139 gave a much greater tuning range. about 3 MHz
compared with 0.7 MHz. The sample was a short fHH'tion Qf 4.5 mm
nrnr tube fitted with about. 05M acidified ferric chloride solution in
water.
The oscillator was built on double sided printed circuit board
e nc tos ed in a small Eddystone dice et box. The mpke coil was at
the end of a 15 em coaxial line made from All a.d, c eppe'r tube and
12 ewg copper wire with PTFE .spcce r s , In us the box rested on a
pe r spex strip wedged between the ma.gnet coila. and the aampte
rested against the De,,'ar, in the centre of the gap. By suitable,
adjustment. the field meaaur ing pr abe sa ple could be set in the
position of maKimum field horr ogeneity w en the main robe was slid
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The signal to noise ratio wa s at least 80: 1 with
a 0.1 mS. time constant before the oscilloscope input.
Crystal growing apparatus (Ftg~tl.
The c r-yata.ts which were grown were deutezared , so it was
necessary to protect the cryata growing soLution from atmospheric
111oistll1'e. A mercury seat wa s used so that the seed cryatal could
be rotated at 2. rev.Qlutions per 1lli.nute by an electri motor. The
methods by which single crystals were grown are de sc r-tbed in the,
section em ex erimenta l methods.
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Dewar silvering.
The Dewar round the probe unit req· tred a 'lear band orr the
tail so that the irror on the he at leak wou d be visible. The
fitting tube wa.e la ed at the bottom of the tail. The whole Dewar
van fir",t silvered, sing the tee' niQu de sc r ib d in re e r ence 7/3,
with the exc e tion that the solutions were cooled to about 20 ao that
the s' lve r only started to depos't on the glass after the Dewar had
been filled. The Dewar wa C l'efuHy washed au • then th silver
On he tai a d'OBolveo off u to the cor-rect heigh.t with a ootutfon
(8/3) con is ing of ;-
otan s tui cyanide
100 vo lurne hydrogen pe.rex de 5 \ a l ,
Distilled water to 100 rnl ,
The solutionhad.tGS be freshly prepared.
After careful washing the ta.i l was r-es ilve r ed to leave a gap of
about 1.5 cm.
Cupric acetate -d16preparatiou and rystal growth.
Cupric hydroxide (10 gm) w s repared as in (9/3). It was
dried in a vacuum deseicator at 40° tad iodimetric determination of
the copper (10/3) showed tha.t it was 98.S!. 0.310 pure.
4.' gms (.05 rn·oes} of the c pr ic hydroxide and deuterium oxide
(15 mt] were placed in a. 250 rn.l flask with a ref ux condenser.
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Acetic acid - d4 (.105 moles == 0.3 m l] was added slowly down the
condenser, then the uepeusten of .upric acetate was gently
reft xed nd he av wate r added until an the acetate had dis 0- ved ..
Th so utIon was cooled in ice. and after decalltation the pr cipitated
salt was re-d.isso\ 'cd in heavy wa.ter (105 m l}. This solution was
kept 'u a closed f sk at 350 for one day to make i.t aatu'r ated at that
tern >cratu.re . It w s th n tr ierred to the crysta l growing
apparatus. bout 3 gms of undi solved cupric acetate veee left.
tv10st of the operations in qrowing the cry tat w re performed
in ide Cl> poLythene glove bag Hted with dry nitr ogen. t Rome stages
ex osure to the atrn.caphe'r e was inevitab e. oweve r , an infra-red
)octra lalla iys i.s by the method f Gordon (11/3), f little water
diatiUed from the solution in which t e crystals w re grown showed that
it contained Z. Z :t. ().10/0 hydrolTen. The spe ct r In W s kindly run by
Mr. 'r.Matt on a Cary 14 ape ct r o ere r .
Se eryata Le of the protonat d . a lt about 1; 1;:1 a .1'0 s were made
by slow coo ing of a aatuzat d s okutton of 11. l l' cupric ac tate. Two
seeds were stuck with ra dite to the nylon t r ad 1'1 the growing
a arat 6. then they were a ed in tho v ution ,1 Ich had been
previous ty war ed to about 10 above the aa tur att o : t rnpe r atuz e , The
conta.iner and crystal!;; were lac cl t: f a cd 0) styrtn e 'Igloo'.
contai. ing about 1 litre of water t 36°. To rev nt e toss by
evaporation a drop of tight oil w
PQtystyrene id put ,over the Igloo.
'Put on th at T surface., and a
After connecting the growing
l8.
apparatus to the motor above it. the solution was allowed to cool for
1 • 2 daya . The crystals were removed and spurious growths were
c le.aned off them. The crystals on the bottom of the containe.r were
dissolved by heating the solution to about 600• Occasionally. about
0.3 gm of cupr-ic acetate -d 16 were added to aka up for the amount
lost to growth on the crystals. This process was repeated untit the
crystals had grown to 14 - 15 rnrn maximum di ens ton ,
Potassium Sulphamate.
Potassiu hydroxide (1,8.7 gm =.33 moles) dissolved in water
(30 0'11) was added slowly to an ir.e- 'ooled B oluti.on of sulphamic add
(32.3 gm :.33 moles) in water (150 1), so that the temperature did
not rise above 400• The pH of the solution was adjusted'to 7, ue tng
dilute potassium hydroxide or sutpharntc acid and Whatman's narrow
range pH paper. The resultant solution was filtered. through sinte r ed
glass into a round-bottomed flask and evaporated to dryness in a
rotary vacuum evaporator. The .sQUdwas dissolved in heavy water
(40 m i), evaporated to dryness and redissolved in heavy water (SO m ).
It can easily be shown. assuming an. equilibrium content for the
l'ea tion .:-
of one. that the product wilt contain at least 981/0 deuterium.
The soll1.bility of potaas tu sul.phal1late, is very high and extremely
temperature dependent. It was therefore necessa.ry to cool the
a,olution very slowly, using the apparatus shown in Fig.b. A little
light oil was spread on the water surface to. prevent heat loss by .
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evaporation. At ,320. the water cooled about 2.50. per day at ZZO
ambient. In order to. reduce the c oottng r' te , a hater in the form
of 1.0,,-,resistor coated i Aratdite waG added. l'h heat os a was
.bout . 17W per degree difference between the water and the room
tc mpe ratur-e , The power required to Inc r ea ae the tc'mperature at
.010 C per houe was . 15 iN. The heater power supply is shown in
F g. 6.
Small seeds were grown. by cooling' '~conCle trated soLution of
po e iur sulpha late. They we re tabu.la r on (lOO), forming plates
bout 1 x 5 x 10 mm with (001) and (010) as easy eta age p l nes.
Since the cryatals grev iastcatalong the c axis, the eeds were made
shortest in this direction. It was found that tho crystal wou d not
grc\ property if the (lOO) face (the largest one) wa s stuck to the
nylon thread. The c.rystal was therefore fixed to tbe thread by the
-
(110) or (11 ) fa .e. using the foU'o~ing method. A titt e "Araldite II
was pla c cl on the end Q,f the thread I which was the l put in contact
with the crysta l, The Ara ldite ViI s me tted by bringin~ a hot
o lde r i g iron c lose to the crystal - it then flowed. on to the crystal.
The potassium aulpharnate solution was kept i 1 0. sea led flask
in. the Dewar full of water at 320.. The aat:uratcd"oiu ion was
transferred to the grewing a.ppal' tus . iter wa rm ing the ...~ater to
32.20. the container vas ret oved , and the seeds wer e p ace ill it.
Tb Ywere r eptac ed in the . ewn r , then the moto.r wa connected.
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The solution was kept at 32.20 for about a day to dissolve off the
surface of the crystal. then it was cooled at .8 to 1.0 degrees per
day by suttabte adjustment of the heater. rYhen the temperature
ha.d drop ed to about Z5e the cl'y$ta \s were re ove d , T ey were
dr ied ca r efu llv and stored ill a aea led ontainer.
The crysta ls w re. in general. too large to fit i the probe
unit. They Were each stuck with paraffin wax to a ground steel
£tat. the (100) face being in eontact with the flat. The flat was held
in a mac ht ice on a hori~ont l HUng ac hlne , The ice was
tl r ne.d round unt l l the c: -axts was parana t \tilth the plane of the
cutter. a .01 inch (.254 4m) slitting saw. The machine vice had
a graduated c l.rc le on its ba' e. and aU readings wcroreferred, to
the above orientation. It was found t at a cut of 7 - 8 thous. (. Zmm)
depth a id iced rate of 18 thous. (.45 mrn] per re o lutdon of the
cutter at the lowest speed was the largest pos ob e without chipping
the ryst L As soon as the cut had been COt P ated , the exposed
surface wa painted with a solution of polystyrene i carbon
tetrachloride. A suitable shaped cry.atal was cut and stuck to the
sample holder with Araldite. Thi method gave a very Hat and
accurate cut.
Crystal alignment techtliqu.e.
After the crystal had been atuck to the sa. rpte holder in the,
appropriate ot'ientation the two were mounted 0 a "Te chne " two
ctr cle optical goniometer.
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It was found that due to some inaccuracy of construction of
the goniometer. the axis of t le ver ttca l circle vas not perpendicular
to the plane conta tni ng the telescope and col Iir at or when the
horizontal circle reading was 9 0. A. 1 inch slip gauge. whose
faces were opticalty plane par l le l as fixed with la st ic iue to the
gonto iete r head. ,The hcr-Iz ontn l circle and t e gonia ete r be ad
were both a.djuste d until the ref ect ons fran tho two 1.1ces of the
g(; uge ere auc ce s s tve lyon the cross -h irs of the te l scope. This
occ r r ed at a. reading of 890 121, so 48' was added to all horizontal
ir c le re di gs. The corrected rea in ill be q oted in all cases.
The sarnpte hal er arientatio w s adjusted so th t e
l' .flections frat both sma ll "!lirTor occurred at ? 0 on the
horizontal cir c le. The mirror a d crystal fac I or ma l directions
Were each ea suz-ed at lea.st twice. In. any .as s the reflections
ere very diffuse. T le contrast of the i nage could ofte be
increased by a variation of the Fou ault test (12/3). straight
edged piece of black c. rd was he d between the eye and the eyepiece.
It was moved across the eyepiece, and the distance wa . varied until
the field of vtev blankedoutniio:rmly. At other distances one side
of the fie cl blanked out before the other. The dir ect ion of the card
edge was also varied. ke.epi g it er endicula.r to the te escape
axis. At one position t leba kgr ound b:ri htnes s decreased
considerably, but the reflection lrJte 6ity a litt e re uced, It waa
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therefore possible to attain higher accuracy in the face normal
direction :.neasure. eut. The c£!ect is not easy to expla in , but as
in the true Foucault te ~t. only light going in ex ct ly the right
directio can pa s a the card. while the diffuse light's intercepted,
by It.
After the above (neaSUremel ts, the Cl'yst l holder w s pushed
into the coil fOl' er. . It was 11 ce s sary to m ke one of the two
irro.rs on the sample holder pal'alle l to the mirror 01 the probe
11.1t. The 'oil former and sample holder were t'terefor laced in
. jig (Fig.4).
The se' icircular slot is accurate y perpe d.Icula r to the base
of the jig. The rectangular alot i parallel to the base and to the
sides. The jig and coil former were placed on a plane mirror.
th n a white straigl t edge was he d pa ra Ile l to the jig axis about
4 em above t 1 mirror. On tooking vertLal y downwards from
above the )~tra.ight edge 't was po s ibIe t060e it irnag d ttl tho mirror
on which the jig wae restin. T e jig po it ion ..'as adjusted until the
',nagc was along the ax!' of the coil for cr. the tho sample holder
was t ~isted until the stra'ght-edge b age i.l1. t ie s r an mirror was
co inear witb the other i age. Th two mirrors were then parallel
\
in. direction perpendicular to the hotde r axi. To measure the
de·viation of the srna ll 1irro1' in the irection Ol the axts , the
Btraight edge wall turned through 90° irl a plan parallel to the mir,ror.
An image of the straightedge was visible in each mirror. The
sepa.ration of the two was determined by c ompa ei on w'th the gap
between the jaws of a micrometer. The reproducib'Uty was about
.01 inches (.25 mm) ,e uivalent to about 2 minutes .of arc.
The misalignment cl the other small mirror was similarly
measured after turning the jig .0 that it lay on one side.
This pr ccedur e makes one mirror para He I to thch-ror on the
heat leak and deter: tnes the error of the axis d lined by the two
irrofs relative to the probe axis.
The sam le hol er w 8 lightly ~lued to the coil for er with
"Durofi.x"or polystyrene cere.ent,
The coil former was p shed tnto the heat le k until it engaged
in the semicircular slot. It was fol.lowed by a co p r earth block.
a spring washer and a screw plLt. The earth end of the cott passes
t rOU h a hole in the earth block nd contact is made b a 6 BA
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screw whi h holds the wire down. fter thio th whole probe was
put in the Dewar. which was already in its ea e. A p rma.nent
mark on the De a r was ~lwaya laced under the same screw in the
ca e.
Once the probe was in t'lace it was necessary to compare the
a.dmutho£ the normal to the mirror on the heat lea relative to the
scale on the base of the rna net.
A 2.5 em diameter eircl of surfacalurrd.nised irror was
stuck with Araldite to an alu iniu block. all of whose faces were
ac cuzate ly perpendicular to each other. The block was made frJ4,
aluminium so that it \III.ould not damage the magnet pole pieces when
it was wedged just in front of the probe with a piece of thick card.
It was also possible to make azimuth measure ante while the magnet
w.as 011.
A collimator wa s set about 2m from the two mirrors and threw
a paraHel beam of light on both mirrors. It wa s found that the
Dewar walls behaved as a weak cylindrical postttve leo!'. Maksutov
(13/3) showed that the inverse focal length ola shell of a sphere is
approxbnately
1
r
lcl (n-l)'
2 2
n
wher e d is the thtckneas of the hel,
RI is the r adtu of the concave surface I
n is the refracti ve index Qf the n ate:da of the ten •
Subs ituting appropria e values for the e a' J the fo at length
is about -44 cm. A sma 1 !osit've cylimlrical \ ~ns of r. en focal
length ( 'optres) was fixed to' the aluminin, bock to compensate
for the Dewar lens. In this" ay the reil ct'on iroln the s att mirror
on the heat te k 'Alaa1'edllc d in width i:re\{ bo t 5 m to 7 cm.
By suitable adjustment of the h -i ,ht of the cot it ator , the magnet
azimuth, and th:e a I.l.m'nium h 0 k , it was possible': to centre the
reflection .£1'0 the large >nirro1' on the reflection frol the probe
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mirror, the light fro, both mirrors falling on a strip of tracing
paper fixed about lOCH above the cottt ator. The repeatabUity
was much better tha 0.1°, It '9 obviou , if the s paration of the
Ir r oes in the dir0ction of the coL'imator is small, that they are
a r a lle l in azimuth,
The probe azimuth was us ua ly ch ec ke a i wt ime s uring a
Get 0 spectra. since it could b. disturbed who t 0 Dewar was filled
with coo ant.
v.iagneti fie td mea urements.
The ap aa r atus which was UiJ d to measure tl mag ne tic field
strength is shown. in Fig. 7. any part of it er co mon with
t e ma.tn Iect ro et e r , so for each field rnea s re ent certain
connec tt ons in the main spectro 'leter were a It l'ed to f.orm the fie ld
measu.ring equ.iment. The si nat generator was a Marconi type
TF 2002, but 'for cater spectr a Schlumber ee FSX 3003 frequency
s ynthe atae r was us d.
vince theaignat ene r tor gave a maxi urn frequency of 70 MHz.
·i\ud a frequ.ency of 120 MHz was reqllil"f)d I itfl £requel'1_Y was
.r ultipli cl bV pta +0 a B 11') va ra ct or- diod ac roaa the output,
The first harmonic freq~ cy va.s measu ed with a He lett-Packard
5253B heterodyne fr qu n y conve.r te r 0 a rno 191 5l45L frequency
counter. lAfLeKible wire, about Zm long, was soldered to the live
nd of the diode, then few t ur-n of it WeI' wound 1'0 ncJ the probe
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unit. At the maximum output level of the generator it was found 3b •.
that the osctttaror would Lock on to the generator frequency over a
small range. A nuclear .resonance signal could thus be moved on
the oscilloscope display by changing th . generator frequency. .1
At very high generator levels a curious e.ff.act was noted. If
the oscillator was locked onto the generator as above, then detuned ,
it went out o.f lock and the dif'feren e frequency could be seen on the
oscilloscope. o.n further detuning the difference frequency could
no longer be seen. The Line shape changed from derivative of
absorption to pure absorption, and iU strength increased from about
• S volts pip to nearly 5V. Its position was stitl controlled by the
generator frequency. No explanation can be g·ven for this
phenomenon.
Sweep c_aUbration.
The magnet system was allowed to settle down for several hours.
then the field measuring spectromet.er sample wa placed in the.
position of maximum homogenaity. The mod.ulation frequency was
set at SOHz, and the depth was about 2 ga ss. then the phasing was
adjusted until the two roton rna netic resonance signals were
coincident on the oscilloscope di.sylay (deep sinllsoidal modulation
gives two st na Ia per cycle). The generato.r frequency was altered
UlitU the spectrometer was in Lock. Fine frequency adjustment.
brought the ,signal exactly to the centre of the display, at which point
the generator frequency was noted. This was repeated until two
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readings agreed to within 0.2 kHa , The main source of inaccuracy
was jitter in the signal generator output frequency. This was
removed in the later measure. eat s by the use of Sch lu berger
FSX 3003 frequency synthesiser.
The field sweep was calibrated at 100/0i te r va l on the 100
gauss range. The time of each measurement was notec • then the
whole set 'was repeated. Two field measurements were made with
the sweep range off. one at the tart and one at the e d of t e series.
so the calibration measure ents could be coz zecbed for drift. Fro
these a graph of the deviation from linearity of the swee p wa.s drawn.
Two such graphs dr-awn from meauurerne ts made £ive months apart
Were compa.zed , the r , m. 6. deviation was about. 03 gauas , Least
squa r e s analysis showed tl at the field sweep was moat linear when
referred to a range •4~% less than the rallge between +50% and
-50% on the sweep dial. Fig re 8 sbows the departure from linea.rity.
The cor ee ctfcns for the 250g ran e we re found to be Z. 5 times greater
than for the 100 grange. This effect must have been due to non-
Unearity in the field sweep potentiometer. Suitabl co r r ect icns
were included in the computer pr ograr DR! tT (Chapter IV).
The sweep range was measured for each r otati ou pattern.
Unless adjustments had been made to the agnet control loop. the
sweep range varied no more than 0.1%.
Some measurements were ada to check t110 r epr oduc tbf ltty of
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a setting on the sweep dial. The sweep range was set to 2.S kG,
then aft r adjusting tb . sweep dia.! to +110 • the fiel was measured.
The p:robabte error. of a single obae r vat ion ~ as 1. 7g, equivalent to
about.07g on the 10015r a.nge ,
le spect ru
Meaelurements were mac El to determine he asci at.or frequency
and agnettc fie d drift rates, aliiwel as th ab lute poai ione of
real) . nc e s , The s eque nc of operations for a typica pectrum is
8i en be Iow •
The field a.nd frequency ere first adjusted to values close to
those re. u iz-ed ,
1) Turn the magnet rQul;')d to 900 on the rotatioll aca l • then slide
the r a111pr obe backwar-ds so that the field ea aur lng oscillator
1
can be put in place. .M.ake. the appropriate connection for the
fie Id measurement, which is made as des rice above. This is
made with the sweep range switch in the off position. The
fr eque ncy and time of asu erneut ar e noted.
2) SLide the ain pr obe back in Iace and tUl"ll the gnet to the
required orientation .
. 3) ~1easure the Robinson oac tltator frequency by observing the
zero beat with the signal gerator 011: the oscHlos ope. (It
wa s :£outd that the lea.ka. re from the frequeucy counter
connected to the ,sig1nl ge era-tor was 'ufficie t to give a. strong
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bea s lgua l , lithe I.gna generator Level as too high, it
c eu ld pull the oscill tor ~requency by up to 10Hz.) The time
of m.ea aur ement is' note d •
. ) S t the odu tat ion phase to the value which gives maximum
si at to noise ratio, and he epthtoa suttabte va iue ,
5) Set the sweep range a sw ~ap til 1e to the r-equkr ed va lues,
ell a.djust the aweep dial to' little be ()w the s a.rting
perc: taffQ of t e awe p j-ange , Use the drive otor to drive
it to the starting vat e an stop there. Make· ure that the pen
recor er lart is 0 ing, hE.'!. si .utta ne ou ly start the sweep
and move the fine pen position cont r o l quickly to make the start
reference ma rk, Note the run start tim6 and percentage.
6) t the ell of the run rl1ae ..n end referen e mark on the chart
as before, w en t e s :oepdial passe some integ percentage.
lea$ure the os c il lat ez' freqllsncy. turn the magnet back to 900
and reme sure the rna netic ii.eldstren/th with the svv ep range
switch in the off position.
Two rubbe r sta tipE! were used to lac tU a e rna Lng the records
for e ach spectrum.
The use of these r adings is (OS ribed tn the n xt d:!: apte r ,
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CHAPTER IV
Cal.u tions
Since the methods of ca leutat ien are so dependent on the
experimental tech:ntq\1e, a separate chapter is devoted to them.
The programe are eo arranged that a. muc.h a possible of the
cal ulation. we r-e done on the University-of Warwi. k' Elliott 4130C
computer, but without losing touch with the inter ediate parts. The
data reduction was made in several stepa so that any errors could be
detected beiol"c the next 'stage wa.s begun.
Several programs were written in the algolrith le language
ALGOL (1/4, 1./4). The texts of thele are ot here, but are available
from Dr.J .A .• Smith (School of ctecula r Seien e . University of
Warwick). Figure 1 shows a blo kdtagra of'the data red,u ",tion. and
a short de8cript~on of each progl"arn folloW'8.
In m.any ca.e. the ALGOL representation 'Of mathematical
relationships will be used to facilitate comparison of the folloWing
descriptions with the program texts. Identifiers of variables c n
contain more than pne letter, and the symbol * is \lsed for multiplication.
1. DRIFT
Thi. pr-og.ram. calculate. the position of eachspectl'al line
ob.el"ved, relative to the po.itlon at which the absorption of liquid
heavy water would occur at the given radio frequency. The positions
are corl"ec.ted for inatrumental drift (a.eurrled to be Une I' with time),
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4and non-linearity of the Fieldial sweep potentio eter (see hapter
llIp.36).
The input data for the pr-ogeam is .-
A string. enc losed in string quotes. the reference nu ber of the
particular spectrum.
THETA. the reading of the agnet rotation scale in degrees.
TFB the ti e of measure ent of the oscillator frequency at the
beginning of the run, in minutes.
FB the oscillator frequency at the beginning of the run. in kHz.
TFE.•FB. quantities corresponding to TFB and FB, asuted at the
end of the run.
TFFB. FFB. TFFE, FFE. correspon d to TFB. FB, TFE, FB, but
refer to the measure ent of the prot.on magnetic resonance
frequency in the magnetic fie ld used. det"ermined before and
after the run. The units of the PMR frequency are kHz.
See the note at the end ·ofthis list.
T, the time at which the first ark was ade on the recorder
chart (see chapter III p39).
TR.
PS,
E,
I.
the sweep t1 e in minutes.
the sweep dial reading at the start of the spectrum.
the sweep dial reading at the end of the spectrum.
I
the number of times which the sweep dial passes from +50%
to -500/0. The sweep '~irection is always such that the
magnetic field strength increases with increasing ti e.
SR, the distance between the two marks on the apect rum , 4
')4<.
s the difference, in gauss. between the field strengths at ..SO~
and +500/0, on the sweep range used.
RANGE the nominal sweep range used.
In order to save card punching time, the frequencies andagnetic
.field strengths noted above are not given as their actual values. The
oscillator frequency is set to some no inal value. say 18.235 Hz t
at the start of the run, and the magnetic fie ld i8 set to an appropriate
value. The radio-.frequency is chosen so that the reSOna1'1CeSof
interest will fall ata magnetic field corresponding to a PMR frequency
of 119.0 to 119." mHz. the range where maxi um field homogeneity
is obtained. FB and FE are the differences of the actual oscillator
frequencies from the nominal. F'FB and FFE are referred to the
nomtna] oscillator frequency ti es 6,.514196, which is equal to Y~/Yo
( YIj from 3/4, Yo from 4/4).
The following relationships ean easily be derived:-
TC= T ....PS. TR/IOO.O
where TC is the time at which the sweep di.al passes through 0"/0'
x = (FFE-FFB)/«TFFE-TFFE)1It4.2576)
y.= (FE-FB)/«TFE- TFB)* .(536)
The combined drift rate of the oscillator and agnet ,in gauss per
minute, is :..
4 .
B=X-Y
The error in the fie ld strength, in gauss. when the sweep dial passes
through 0% is :-
A= (TC-TFFB)*X.-(TC ..TFB)*YtFFB/4. Z576-FB/ .6536
The drift rates have now been calculated. It is then necessary
to find the spectral line positions from easure ents on the spectra.
The scale of the spectra is : ..
S :: (IOZ. 8!1!ItPE ..PS)/SR percent of sweep dial/em.
The multiplier 10Z.8 comes from the fact that there is a gap
equivalent to 2.8% between -SO and +SO%on the sweep dial. Thus
the sweep dial sweeps out (100 + 2.8)% in one revolut.ion. The gap
was measured with a steel ruler nd compared with the percentage
divisions on the sweep dial.
The value of SW is decreased by .42% to give the maximum sweep
linearity (see chapter III P39).
The next number on the data card is K. the number of lines in the
spectrum. followed by Kline -certtre distances. DIST [J] • measured
from the first ark made on the epectru • A short note on spectru n
measurement is given in the description of the program SIMULATE.
The percentage at which the J th Line appears is given by
P :; PS + S* DIST [J} 44.
Asman correction. CORN, based on the value of P is calculated -
it compensates for the sweep non-linearity. The position, LP [J] ,
of the J th line is
LP [J] :: (SW+B*TR)* 1100.0 + A + CORN
The progra outputs a table of the Une posltio s , preceded by
the spectrum reference nu bel". magnet rotation a g le s and tota 1
drift rate. The sweep dial percentage {or each line is printed out for
diagnostic purposes.
Z. SIMULATE.
A little difficulty was encountered in finding the eentre of a line
which overlapped with another line. A pragra was written, which
would simulate a.ny nuclear resonance spectrllf I, using the digital
graphplotter as the output device. In this case, a first derivative
Gaussian line shape was used, and Unes of varyi g over-tap were drawn.
In measurlngape.ctra. a pase line was first drawn, then any
overlapping lines were compared with the simulated ones. A line,
perpendicular to the direction of motion of the chart paper, was drawn
from the line centre to intersect with the baseline. Finally the
Une-positions relative to the first mark on the spectrum were
with a steel ruler.
The rotation pattern was plotted out by hand from the results of
8aured
DRIFT and compared with the uncorrected pattern which had been
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pLotted as the spectra were run. Most gross differences aro~e from
, errors in the input data for BRi1! fT. Any residual points were noted
and rejected at a later stage.
3. DRIFT 2.
Tills program. only differs from DRIF~ i11 that it produces an
8-hole paper tape containing the coordinates of each point on the
. rotation pattern. It includes the points which have ah;-eady been found
to be bad ones. The paper ta.pe is used as data for the next program.
4. IEAST.
Ea.ch line i$1 the rotation pattern drawn fro the resu.lts of DRIFT
'wa given an {integer number. Each point whose' coordinates were
given in the paper tape from DRIFT 2 could be assi ned to a particular
line. These a!Ssignments, In the order of the points on the tape, were
punched on cards. There v..erealso other data On the cards which controlhl
the format of the programoLltput.
On reading an integer N, the assign ent of a. point, from the card,
the computer assigns the next number on the pape r tape to the next
free element ,of the Nth row of an array MTHETA. The following
number on the tape goes into the corresponding element of an array
MDEITAF. Facilities exist for r&jecting points which are obvious Ly
a long way fro. any line, and for assigning one point to more than
one line, as happens at a crossil'lg of two or more lines. In gene ra l ,
the a08ignments and paper tape were checked in a small program,
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SORT or SORTZ. both of which were almost identical with the section
of LEAST described above.
The program continues by fitting each Une to the function:-
y :: a + b sin 20 + c cos 2Q
where y i8 in gauss.
o is the magnet rotation angle
a. b. c are the constants to be dete 1" rined ,
The method used i•.described in chapter ill. page 12. On the first pass
it calculates the constants a, b. c. and the distance of each point from
the line. Any point which is ore than two standard deviations (this
,
distance is called LL\UT in the progra :1) is rejected. and the least
squares Line is recalculated if one or more points have been removed.
With the usual number of points on one line. this pr ccedure would be
expected to remove about 5% of the points, am this was found to be
.s
true. We c0111djustify the removal of a few points, since it was known
that the magnet control syste occasionally failed for a short time.
The program gives a record of the points removed. the values of a,
30-50%. FinaUy. the rotation pattern was drawn by the digital
b , e and their variance s , and a table of the Lihe positions and errors
on both passes. The variances of a. band c were usually reduced by
gl'aphplotter. The scale, graduations on the axes, and the title were
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supplied as data on cards. Figure Z shows part of the lineprinter
'output of the program.
5. ORDER
The progra LEAST fits the experimental data to the function
predicted by first order perturb t'ontheory. It was necessary to see
. '1.£ any higher order terms were required. The program ORDERfits the
data to the function :-
It uses the same merhcdaa s lEAST, but does not output a graph.
6. ORIENT.
This program determines the unitary matrix which transfor El
the orthogonal cry8tallogr~phic axes to the fixed laboratory axe s ,
The right-handed ,ets of axes used were :-
i) orthogonal crystallographic axes, a', b', c:!. In the case of cupric
acetate. which is monoclinic J al and b' w re coincident with
the crystallographic a and b axes respectively. c' was
perpendicular to a' and b", For orthorho nbtc potassium
aulphamate , the a' b' c' set was coincident with the crystallo-
graphic set. In both cases. one unit displacerp.ent along the
a' axis was equal in length to one unit along the b' or c' set.
This i. not generally true of the crystallographic set.
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ii) goniometer based axes. The x axis is towards 00 oh the
vertical circle of the goniometer. the z axis towards 900• and
the y axis along the axis of rotation of the circle.
iii) !ixed laboratory axes. The yaxis is vertically downwards.
the Z axis towards 900 on the m.agnet rotation eire le. and the
X axis towards 1800•
iv} rotated 1.agnet axes. These are embedded In the magnet and
rotate with it. They are coincident with the fixed laboratory
;
s~t at zero degrees rotation. The positive rotation direction
is taken to be clockwise looking from above the magnet.
The input data for the program are :-
i) the number of faces, NF. on the crystal.
it) NF sets of numbers. First. the estimated statistical weight
of the measurements for one face. followed by the corrected
goniometer horizontal and vertical circle readings. If the
weight is zero, this eans that the particular face was not
measured. The data for the next face follow immediately.
Ui) for each of the NF faces, the theoretical direction cosines of
the face normals in the orthogonal crystallographic axes.
These were calculated by hand.
iv) an approximate matrix for the transformation of the orthogonal
crystallographic axes to the goniometric set. The ma.trix is
called TRANS, and needs only to be very approximate. since
the program can tolerate errors of up to about 10° in the
directions of the crystal axes.
v) The angular distance. THET~... £1'00'1 the direction of the zero
on the magnet ,scale to the direction of the zero on the
goniometer ve~tical eircl. If M is the azimuth of the normal
to the probe 11'1'01' r etartve to the zero on the magnet circle
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(measured as in chapter lII,page33). and S is the azimuth of
the mirror on the sample holder which is parallel to the probe
mirror. re,lative to the zero on the gonia eter vertical circle.
then it can easily be sho n that
THETA = 5 - M.
vi) The misorientation of the sample holder in the cott for er. a e
measured in chapter III. page 33• The devi.ation of the irror
which was paraliel to the probe mirror was given first, followed
by the deviation of the other mi;ror. The sign of the deviation
is positive if the normal to the mirror had a co ponent in the
downward (poflitive laboratory y. axis direction). One mirror
always had the. normal to its front surface early parallel to
the positive laboratory Z direction. In the case of the other
mirror on the sample holder. the sign of the deviation was
deduced from the direction of the normal running in the same
direction as the positive X aKis of the laboratory set.
The program fir.t calculates the direction cosines of the normals
to the measured faces j referred to the goniometer axes. It then
transforms the theoretica Ldirection cosines, using TRANS. GO the 50.
face normals of the 'theoretica.l crystal' are approximately coincident
with the n:e a sur-ed face nor ala. The objective is to minimise the su
of the squares of the angles between the normals to the theoretical
crystal faces sind the normals to the corresponding measured crystal
faces. These angles are ea Hed error angles. A real procedure
ANGLE2calculates the square of the error angle lor each face, and
another real procedure ER.RSUM adds up the products of ;. NGLE2 and
the statistical weights .ERRSUM i a mea suze of the c loscness of fit
oithe. transformed 'theoretical crystal' to the easured crystal. The
value of ERRSUM i.s assigned to a variable SUMO at the start of the
m1nimieatian. The program sets up three rotation matrices XROT,
YROT. ZROT, which, in effe ct , rotate the theoreti<;:al crystal through
a small angle, initially 4 x 1 -4 radiams ( 1. 51.of arc), about the X,
y, Z.goniometl'ie axes respeetlvely. The matrix product
XROT*TRANS thus trans.forms the 'theoretical crystal' as described
above, then rotates it through 4 x 10-4 radians about the X goatcmet r ic
axis. This i8 done, and a new value of ERRSUM is calculated. The
difieren(;8, ORADX, between SUMO and ERRSUM is nearly proportional
to the first derivative of ERRSUM with respect to rotation about the X
goniQmetric axis. Identical rotations about the Y and Z axes give
ebnilar quantities 1fRADYLJ and c;,RA!17.r• The quantities THETAX.
THET AY, THETAZ are. then calculated. They are the magnitudes of
small rotations of the crystal made about each of the three goniometric
axes. They are proportional to GADX • GRADY, GRADZ
respectively, and the step length. gtve n by
(THETAX 2 + THETAY Z + THETAZ 2) !
is kept at 8 x 10-3 radia El (about t degree).
The product XROT:C·YROT*Z. 01'>:TRANS i therefore a better
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transformation matriJc:. vari. b e called SUMI is et equal to the new
great, so it is red ced to . (, ti e.s its previous value. UMO is aet
value of E R· UM. If it is teas than SUMO. the the step w s
s u ce s afu l , so UMO is set equal 0 SUMl and the pr ogr am starts
another cycle of optimisation. Otherwise. the step ength was too
, qual to SU 1, and the program returns to the start. It continues in
this way until the step ize is le 8 than 4 x 10.4 radians, then exite to
the next section.
Since the r.otation matr lce s use the approximations
sin 0 =0. cos 0 :: 1.
the new transformation rat r ix T A S is no longer unitary aite,r
several cycles of optimisation. The ro s of TRANS are made
orthonormal. then the ateps iae is set to Z x 10-3 radians and ERRSUM
is calni ieed as before.. The matrix TRANS is printed out. foLLowed
by the error angle. and statistical weight for each face. Finally, the
last three nu bel'S on the data cards are used to obtain the trix for
the transformation fro orthogonal crystaHog.raphic axe to fixed
laboratory axe s , 1£ any face had a very large error a 19le, its
statistica.l weight was reduced. and the program was re-run.
..
5,.
This method of function inimisation using derivatives is rather
inefficient. but in pra,ctice only 10...15 seconds of computer time were
needed for the complete optiisation.
7. SPECTRUM.
The theory of this program, which predicts the rotation pattern
for each deuteron in a single crystal. is given in chapter III. page 9.
The input data consist, in part, of :~
t) L. a control integer which determines the ceur-ee of the
ea Icutat ions ,
L ::: 1 for an axially By etrioal electric field g.radient tensor.
L - Z for a water molecule, or NDZ groupwhieh is fUpping
about its two-fold axis.
L :;l 3 ft>r a water molecule t or NDZ group wbich is not fUpping.
L t: 4 {'or a deuteriu' at.()m whose electric field gradient tensor
in orthogonal crystallographic coordinates is known.
The data following depend on L. All coordinates are given in
the orthog,ona t crystallographic system, and aU ma.trices are given
row by row.
For L :: 1.~the, cQorciinates of two points which define the Z
axis of the erg tensor.
L lil Z OJ" 3. the cordinates of the, atoms Dj , 0, DZ (or D1. N •
. Dz.) followed by ha.lf the D-O-D (or D-N-D) bond angle in degrees.
For L ::: 4. no atomic coo'rdinatesare needed. In aU cases give
the diag,ona Used efg tensor, then {oX' L :::4 onty. give the eigenvectors
of the efg tensor. The last datum is the u11.itarymatrix for the
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trans£drmation of the orthogonal crystaUographic axes to the fixed
, '
laboratory set. calculated in ORIENT.
Source of data.
The atomic positions co le from ~-ray or neutron diffraction
structure determinations. euteron positions are guessed it not
avattabte , andthe principal co poaents of the electric fie ld gradient
tensor are estima.ted fr,o' the values for similar compeunda,
In all ca se s except the one for which L - 4. the program
calculates the directiona; of the principal components of the efg tensor
born the given atomic coordinates. then it tra.nsfor 8 the tensor into
the orthogona.l crystallographic system. It uses the theo,ry given in
chapter II. page 9 to calculate half the line 6pUtting for each deuteron.
at 100 intervale of magnet rotation angle from 00 to 1800• Up to nine
line pairs can be bandte d, The positions of a 11the points are gathered
together. and plotted on the same eet of axes • on the lineprinter. AU
points on the first Une are plott;ed as digit 1. on the second tine as digit
Z" and soon up to 9. This provides a very quick picture of the
predicted rotation patte r n , and is sufficiently accurate for most purposes.
The exact figures are given in tables for each deuteron. together with
various diagnostic re8utts. Figure:3 shows a predicted rotation pattern.
The final experimental results were checked by running them
through SPECTRUM with L= 4, then the predicted rotation patterns
were co pared with the experimental ones.
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This program uses the experimental result from three rotation
patterns to give the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of t. e eig tensor for
each crystallographicatty different deuteron in the cryata. The
treatment de scr bed in Votkoff (5/4) cannot be used. since the crystals
were not aligned so that the magnet rotation axis was parallel to a
crystallographic axis. The calculation is very nearly the reverse of
that in the prediction program. SEC TRU~.1.
The program first reads in the trandormation matrices I
calculated. in ORIENT, for each of the three rotation patterns. Ittben
e va luate s the 6- vectors MA, MB. MC (see chapter II'p.ll ) for the
3 rotation patterns. and loads the nine vectors into a 9 x 6 array I AA.
It can easily be shown (cf. chapter II, p~ge13 ) that :-
AA*PHI ~ CONST
where PHI is a 6 x 1 array related to the eig tensor in the orthogonal
cryata tlog;raphic coordinate eyate ,and CONST is a 9 x larray
containing the experimentally detetmined constants A, B, C, for the
three rotation pattern.. The three sets of constants are in the same
order as the transformation matrioes which were first read in.
We thus have ntne simultaneous equations in the six unknowns.
They are solved a8 in chapter II, page12 ,then the elementE! of PHI
are loaded into the 3 x 3 arraycp. The library procedure
SYM" ETRIC OR Z (6/4) is uled tG calculate the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors of ¢>, which are then printed out. The eigenvalues are
in kHz.
I,
To check the eigenvalues and eigenvectors t they were fed into
SPECTRUM. setting L :: 4.. and the three rotation patterns obtained
for each temperature were compared with the experimental results.
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CHAPTER V.
CUPRIC C,fi;TATE. MONOHYDRATE DIMER.
RESULT!) AND DISCUSSION.
V 1. Introdu.ction.
Cupric a et ate monohydrate dtrne r was chosen for study by
deuterium agnet.ic resonance I since the r e was SOl eoubt about the
magnitude of the quadrupole coupling constant for a deuteron in a
methyl group (1/ 5, 2/5, 3/ 5). Deuterated cu ric acetat was easily
made ~nd its st r u tur e has been deto rrntned by X-ray diffraction
etbods. It. ay ave been possible to obtain so ne information
about the interaction of the deute r one with the co per atom magnetic
syst m, which would be expected to decrease the p n latti e
relaxation time of the deuterons. thus giving a higher a igna] to noise
ratio than that which would be obta ined with asi ilr dia.magnet.ic
compound. Cu ri a .etate was also interesting, as it i the
rototype of a series of opper (II) ompounds of low agnetic
moment (4/5).
V Z. The ·crystal stru.:ture of upric acetate.
a) External .orphotogy.
The for of the .rystaL has been des ribe by B:rooke,
Sch bus, Groth, and Hul l (5/5, 6/5, 7/5, 8/5). The Miller
i.ndices given in Barker (9/5) were in a 1 u specified
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coor dtnate systar. • and WCl"C of little USe in assigning the
S7.
indi es of ce r-ta.i.n faces.
A dl'a.wi g of a yptca l crystal. with the Hler indices o.!
orthogonal crysta lographk set of axe (se chapter IV. .47).
ea h face and the dire 0 eosine of t le face normals in the
is given in Figure la.
o
The crystal is monoclinic with a. ::) 13.90 b == .: 52 c = 11.1 SA •
Inde:lf.ins the faces.
t,.
The crystallographic axis was easily foand, ~in,cc it was
"
perpendicular to a rnirror plane. It was confirmed by taking
a 150 06 'iLLation photograph on a Unica X-ray diffraction
o 0
ca. \.01".3.. The layer spacing was S. 56 + • 1A. (d. 8. 52 A.
given above],
The other crystallographic axes were £ouui by cembtntug
the l'csuLts of optical gen io netry and back-v fle'~tion X-ray
interpret. 'since even very s naU crystals ere badly formed.
diffraction photogra.phs. The. former l'es Ita we re difficult to
The measurements were put into the program ORIE T
(chapter IV, p.47 ). wb.i h showed error of up to 3.So.The
crystal was set on the X-l'ay camera gonion"leter head. with the
b-axis perpendicular to the l'otatioll axis. ISo oodHation.
photographs of'the crystal, tbat with the X,.ray beam
perpendicular to face 1, then perpendicular to face 2. showed
•
~
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TABLE la
The ore tic a 1 direction cos ine s of the norma ls to the face s of a
crysta 1 of cupric acetate monohydrate dimer.
Face no. Miller indices al bl Cl
1 101 -.8282 .0 .5605 :1
2 100 -.8910 .0 -.4540
3 101 .8282 .0 -.5605
4 100 .8910 .0· .4540
5 011 .0 .8219 .5696·
- .6308·6 211 -.7733 .0647
7 011 '.0 .8219 -.5696 ~
- .6308 -.06478 ·,211 ·.7733
9 ot i '.0 -.8219 .5696
10 iiI -.7733 -.6308 .0647
11 ofi .0 -.8219 -.5696
.12 ' 211 .7733 -.6308 -.0647
. ,
figure 1a
Picture -of a single
crystal of cupric acetate
looking along theb=axis,
!a
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layer spacings of 14.3 !. .Z and 13.4 :!:.. • zR. The first figure
was greater than any of the unit cell axial lengths. so the
oscillation axis could not have been coincide nt with any of the
crystallographic axes. It was easily shown (10/5) that the
repeat distance between ( 10 1) ptanea of cupric acetate was
14.1SR. Face 1 was therefore (fol). The layer apacing
de ueed from the other photograph was. vtthin experimental
error. aqua 1to the repeat dtatan e a long the a -axta , so the
face was (iOO) or (100).
The MiHer Indtces of the re aining faces were found uaing
the optical goniometric data and the Weiss zone law (1115).
The races (all} were espedally d.i!!icult to assign. ae their
norma le were several degrees away from the expected ptace s ,
b) Crystal structure and the deuterium
The table of direction cest eso! the face normals was
calculated by hand. using elementary coordina.te geometry.
The at r-uctuz-e of cupr-Ic acetate has been det r 'lined by van
Niekerk and Schoening (13/5). using the X-ray diffractio,n
c.;- 13.15 R, {j ::1170 0' • contains four CUl,(CH3COO).2HZO
method. The unit cell, of dimensions a = 13.90, b::: 8.56.
molecules. The apace group is CZ/c (Number 15 in the
Inte'rnattonal Tables. ref. 14/5). A projection of the structure
J on the a c plane. and a drawing of a single olecule are shown
in Figure r. The u bering of the ato, s in the drawing and
6.0.
T}.BLE 1.
9 thogonal coord'r.ate:s of atoms)n cupric acetat e mo' ohydl"at e dimer.
1.) violecule at (0, O. ~).
Atom a' b' c'
Cu -2.075 -.750 5.213
°1 -2.638 .852 '1.932o· -1. 138 -.426 7.007
031 -.2..701 2.130 5.765
°4 -1. 179 .920 1.687
H2O .. .3S6 -1.7.04 4.300
Cl -1.49l .... 13 8.167
Cz .. .703 .068 9.456
C3 -1.673 6.130 5.003
C4 - .978 3.408 4.511
'ii) Molecule at O. .&. 1) .- l! •
Atom at b' c'
CU .070 -S.OlO 12.303
°1 .633 -3.408 9.643
02 .867 -4.686 10.569
.03 .696 -2.13.0 11.811
°4 - 8'" -3.34.0 12.889. '"
H2O -1. 649 -5.964 13.275
Cl - .513 ~4 •.C4 9.409
Cz -.1.3 2. ..4.192 8.1l0
Cj - .332 ..2.130 12.572
C4 -1. 027 .. .852 3.064
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in Table 1 foHows that in the paper by van Niekerk and
Schoening ~
The ma in featl1re in the structllre is the c loae prox.imity of
two copper atoms. hlch are joined by four acetate groups.
There is one water, molecule attached to eaeh copper atom,
and each copper acetate dimer unit is linked to four other units
In predicting the deuterium ragnettc resonance spectrum we
by eight hydrogen bonds through tbe se water molecules.
assume that the ethyl groups are rotating at a rate fast
co ...pl·"Cl
compared with the quadzupetar constants. since many studies
1\
have shown that the barrier to rotation is only about 1. Z kcall
mole. (15/5). Each agnetically non-equivalent methyl group
will thus give one Une pair in the DMR spectrum.
There are four CuZ(CD3COO)4 2D'ZO molecules per unit cell.
The ce tt is centro-sy metric. with two magnet lea tty different
eooleeute s , related to two equtvalentolecules by a centre of
symmetry at <!. o. t). We will consider the molecules whose
centres of symmetry are at C. 0, '1") and (LT. i, 1), which are
re lated by a two-fold screw axis passing through the point
(
" ' 3:~ o • .1). Each of theae motecu le s contains four methyl groups.
but since they are centr'o-symrnetric. there are 0 1y two non-
~ equivalent ethyl groups per molecule. We thus predict that
the methyl groups will giv~ four line -pairs in the MR spectru
oZ.
of the crystaL Similar al',guents show that the water
molecules witt give rise to fout' Line pairs i! they are static.
and two Une pairs if they are fUpping at a rate high compared
with their quadrupotar cOl1ptingconstant s.
The four magnetically different methyl groups will be
referred to a8 Dl * D2, D3, D4. The coordinates of the methyl
carbon at oms in the orthogonal 'crystallographic system are:-
a' 'b' c'
D1 ....70 .07 9.46
D2 -.98 3.41 4.51
D3 -1. 03 -.85 13.064
D4 -1. 30 -4.19 8.12
The orthogonal crystaltogr phic coordinates of the other
atoma in the unit cell are given in table 1. They were obtained
(Table Z of 13/5) with the relationship:"
13.15 cos II13.90 0 (T '"(3) a
0 8.52 0 b
c' ,0 0 13.15ei ~ c
by transformlrg the coordinates in ter s of the unit cell edges
where {S :: 117° 0', the angle between the a and c crystallographic
axes,
ai, bl, Cl are the orthogonal crysta llogl'ap ic oor-dinatea ,
a, b. C are the crys ta Uogrphi.c atom tc oOl'dinate,s.
The precision given is higher than the experi.mental accuracy
warrants. but the Hguresin Table were used to avoid large
r e nding errors in the ater stages. The coordinates were
used later in the prediction a cl interpretatioll of the results.
V. 3. Exp~rimental tech Ique ,
The method used to grow single crystals of deu erated upr ic
acetate have been described in Chapter Ill. pagc'Z6. Three c.rystals
were grown, each with a ma.ximum vdirnens Ion of 14 - 15 rnrn , This
was done so that a separate crysta.t could be used for each rotation
axis. since a crystal which had b e used, say. for the b-axis rotation
pattern would not give a good fining factor ..hel it ~a'" 'QaQj'; ij,gea for
the c-axts rotation pattern.
The crystals, especially t rose for the a and b- xis rotation
patterns. were too large to .fit in the sampte coHo It was {ol,lnd that
they could most easily be cut to ,size by grinding thern on,all electrically
driven silicon carbide grindstone~ This cut the crystal q,uickly and
gave a very smootb and flat surface. without the dange r of hipping it.
The exposed surface WaS i mediately painted with a So lutlon of
pOlystyrene in benzene to prevent deuteriu exchange with atmospheric
moisture. As well as adjusting the size of the crystal, a small Hat
was ground perpendicula.r to the appropriate rotation axis. This face
and the sample h.older were car efut V cleaned with carbon tetrachloride.
then the crystal was stuck to the sample ha de r with 'Aratdite'. After
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a few failu.res it was found that only 'Aralditel would give a good bond
to the crystal, and that the minimum ,a,mount of the adhesive should be
used. 'I'he probe unit wa a uubje ct to cycling between roo n temperature
and 77oK. beca~$e it did. not contain enough liquid ~itrogen to last
overnight, and the crystal always cracked of{ at some stage. This is
the reason why none of the rotation pa.tte r ns at 2730!~ and 770K wez-e
recQrded with the crystal in. the same orientation.
Experhnenta 1 conditiono.
The spectra. 'Were run afl described in Chapter III. page 38.
The condtttonn were as follows ;-
Sweep rate 4 or 5 gauss per minute
Time constant 5 seconds fo,r liquid itrogcw te perature.
10 aec onds for 0° C runs
RF level 15p.A detector current. eq i lva leut to a.bout
11OmVat the sample cotl ,
.Figure wshown,two typical spect ra , The first'.) as recorded with
the crystal at 770K ~ the second at 0° C. It ca n be seen that the Low
temperature spectrum shows a much greater sign:ll to noise ratio and
narrower lines than. the spec.trtl.m r-eeer-ded ~t 00 c.
V. 4. Experimental Resul~.
The results fo.r each rotat on pattern are givon in the following
order: •
i) the rotation pattern, as drawn hy the pro~{l'am LE.:AST,
ii} the matrix for the h'ansforwation fro'n orthogonal cl'ystaUographic
65.
axes to fixed laboratory axes (Chapter IV. page47 ).
calcula;ted in the program O:R.lENT.
Hi) a table -of the coef.ficients ,a t b, c for each ti.ne in tbe rotatio,n
patterl'l, withth.a standard deviation of each at the 95%
confidence limit (14/5, tabte 5). The numbexe in the second
column are those assigned to the Unes for the program LE,AST.
iv) a table of the Hne separ' tions for each dot teron, with
approximate standard deviations of each coefficient t ag~in at
the 95% confidence limit.
The untta of the Hne separatior.:a are gause t and the equations of
the lines ar e of the form
y :::a + b sin lfl + c cos 29.
Wbcl"e y ls the eeparatioJ\1,
'0 is tbe magnet rotatio). ang le ,
TABLE Z. Reaul;ts fol' a' axis rotation pattel'n at OoC. 66.
Transformation matJ:ix a' b' c'
X .0987 '-.9312 -.3513
y -.9871 -.0466 -.1539
Z .126' .3619 -.9235
:l£guations of Iine c
Met l.yl g line no. a IJ c
{ 3 -1. 5 .23 17.78 .31 18.39 .33D1
6 5.76 .19 -18.91 .27 -18.10 .27
{ 4 7.83 .2 -35.9€D .j 1 .. 3.2,'7 .33D2
5 -4-.62, .2,1 36.03 .29 2.78 .31
{ 1 -0.10 .25 - 4,.54 .33 37.85 .40D3
8 8.95 .23 3.83 .31 -37.11 .41
{ 2 -1.22 .23 12.34 .Jl 21.90 .37D4
7 5.56 .2.3 -12.11 .42 ..23.20 .44
Separations.
~tethyl gpo a b c
1)1 7.26 .15 -3t>.75 .20 -36.55 • Z 1
D2 ..12.45 . 15 72.59 .21 6.05 .22
D3 -15.05 .17 - 8.37 .23 14.96 .28
1)4 b.78 • 16 -24.45 .25 -45.10 .29
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TABLE) .. Result.s for' a' axis ~otationpattern at aOe (reee(it). 67.
l'ran formation matrix
at b' c·
X .0408 .7558 .6536
y -.9992 .0375 .lH91
,Z -.0101 -.6538 .7567
Equations of lines.
ethyl gpo line a b c
{ 4 5.74 .27 -20.57 .35 - 1.56 .40D1
5 -1.S4 • '2.7 24.37 .35 2.99 .37
{ 1 7.36 .27 -2.9.49 .37 21.29 .4002
8 -4.44 .18 28.5 .25 -21. 61 .25
{ 2. -0.17 .29 ZOon .40 32.20 .40D3
7 9. J.l .29 -21 . 9 .4 -30.49 .43
{ 3 -1.42 .25 2Z.82 .33 9.07 .37D4 6 5.28 .2) -24.71 .31 - 9. ,7 .33
Separations
Methyl gpo a b c
Dl 7.58 .19 -50.94 .25 -4.55 .1.7
DZ -11. 80 .1& 58.03 .2Z -42.90 .23
D3 -15.28 .20 42.6 .Z8 62.69 .29
D4 7.70 .16 -47.53 .23 -18.74 ·2.5
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ttern at o=c.
at b' c'
x
y
Z
.9396
• 305
.3409
.0128
-.99&5
.0541
.3421
-.0465
-.9385
Eq at ions of lines
Methyl gpo line a b c
{ 1 -12.97 .2 1.61 .,,1 21.84 .31ni , D4
2 15.82 .27 -42.18 .35 -·21.3b .39
{ 4 17.06 .31 -13.4 .41 - 7.25 .4.3
5 -13.33 .2 11.25 .35 4.92 .35
{ 3 19.53 .27 -1 .6 .37 - 4.b4 .3703
6 -~5.95 • 7 8.84 .37 2.84 .39
Separations
..1ethyl gpo a b c
1• D4 -28.79 • 1 '7 83.79 .ZJ 3.20 .25
Dl 30.39 .20 -24.69 .2'( -12.17 .2.7
3· 35.48 .19 -19.49 .Z - 7.48 .27
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TABL}'i; 5. Results f()r c -a.:kis rot tion pattern at aOe.
Transformation matrix
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3,' b' et
X .61 5 .7867 .0019
'.,y .0115 - . 06'7 -.9999
Z -.7865 .(, 74 '"'.01-2
Equations of lines
Methyl gpo line a b C'
{ 3 21.60 .22 11.06 .31 4.63 .33)1
6 -16.17 .18 -11. 63 .Z7 -5.10 .27
{ Z -. 9.S8 • • Z -17.07 .31 44.Z3 .37.2. 7 14.43 • Z2 15.~7 .31 -43.06 .31
{ 1 J.2.69 · S 25. Z . 3 3 .. 83 .39D3
8 - S.21 .29 -26.70 .4 -37.75 .43
{ 4 21. 15 .20 8.75 .31 -10.18 .31D4 5 -15.97 • Z - S.96 .29 10.70 .31
See:ratio I~
Methyl gpo a b c
Dl 31.77 .14 2l.7 • Z 9.73 .21
DZ -.Z4.01 .16 -32.34 .22 87.31 .24
D3 -ZO.90 .19 -51. Z .26 -7 .58 .29
4 31.12 .14 17.71 .21 ...2.0.88 .ZZ
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TABLE 6. Results, for a' axis rotation eattern a.t 7701.<.
:rransf'ormation, f'!latrix
70.
at b' Cl
X -.1534 -.2019 .9673
y' -.9854 -.0428 -.1652
Z .0747 -.9785 -.1924
of linea
Itiethyl gp. ine a b c
{ 3 7.49 .15 12.48 .23 21.70 .1901
6 -3.47 .ZS -12.32 . 8 -21.89 .33
{ 4 8.51 • 31 35.33 .46 11.04 .42D7. 5 -4.53 .29 .ss. 30 .44 -11.50 .40
{ 1 10.27 .25 -14.79 .40 35.07 .333
8 -6.35 .21 14.85 .3\ -35.17 .27
{ Z 7.27 • 15 6.48 .:U 23.74 .19D4
7 -3.Z0 .25 - 6.38 .38 -Z3.84 .33
S:~garatiol'lS
Methyl g . a b c
D1 10.96 .14 24.80 . ,,2 43. S9 .18,,-
02 -13.04 .21 -70.63 .32 -22.54 .29
D3 -1 .62 .16 29.64 .~5 -70.24 .21
D4 10. ·1,7 .i5 12.. 86 • Z 1 47.58 .18
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TABLE 7. R~sults for bl ax s rotation pattern a 77° K.
Transformation ma.trix
71.
a-' b' e'
X .9333 ..0027 .3592
y .0174 -.9984 -.0529
.3586 .055t> -.9318
E~lattens of lines
tvl thyl gpo ine a b c
D4 {
1 -13.06 .39 39.47 .59 26.81 .55
01.
6 17.72 .53 -40.21 .78 ..Z6.06 .70
{ 3 7.41 · 3 -12.;\'.2 .35 .. 1.81 .33DZ 4 ~12.6b • '.5 11. 19 .39 8.60 .35
{ 2 lO.O<J • 1 , -10.43 • il!7 - 4.72 .25D3 5 - 5.37 · 1 9.59 .25 5.23 .23
C'epa.ration a
Methyl gpo
4: ·30.78 .33 7'9.66 .49 52.87 .45
2 30.07 .17 -23.41 .Z6 ..16.41 .24
3 35.46 .13 -2.02 . .8 - 9.95 .11
In addition. weak absorption lines due to the water molecules were
observe· over a limited range of magnet r otatton ang le , Due to the
ama.ll ra ge and poor signal to noise rat 0, a nd the ma l] number of
poi ..t
12.
on each li le. the stand 1" devtattons of the values of a. b. c
are very high. In the cases bel. w where the stand :rd deviation of
a coefficient is not given, it; is at least 25 gauss.
Line range (degrees) a. b c
7 60 - 94 -14.4 16.3 -6Z.3 7.9 88.4 16.0
8 60 - 0 .6 18.5 7 • Z 9.8 - 06.0 17.3
9 84 - 94 -45.0 -78.9 14. 104.2
10 138 - 16 34.9 10.3 ~/4.~ 6.3 -134. Z 11.4
11 136> - 16 Z5.8 7.4 77.4 4. ..1 ZOo 9 8.1
- 12- 134 - 8 -14.4 21. 0 -84.6 18.3 111. Z 13.6
13 138 .. 8 36.S 17.0 -88.5 11. 6 134.2 16.3
16 142 - 156 84.1 116.7 121. 6
It can be seen that there is a sUght asy metry in the range of
appearance of tho two lines fro one deuteron. This is pr'obablynot
significant. ainee the signal to .nctse ratio near the ends of the range
was too tow to get an exact idea of the point where a l'ne disappeared.
Only one POillt was cbaez ved on the lines 14, 15, 17.Line 16
i pl"obably fictitious. No cor ee spondtng line W G found at high fie ld,
and plausible ofg tensol"s did fiat give such a Hne when used as data
f'Or the prediction progl"a
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TABLE 8. Reslllts for c'axis rotation pattern at 710 K.
73.
Tra sfo:rmation matrix
a' b' e'
X .7738 .6333 .0238
y .0583 .0338 -.9979
Z ...6309 .7733 -.0631
Equationso! line s
,ethyl gpo line a b c
'{ 2 1.7.11 .2.7 13.08 .38 9.65 .40Dl
7 ..12..97 .34 ..13.40 .46 -9.54 .48
{ 3 - 9.00 .2.7 -31. 33 .38 33.88 .40DZ
6 13.52. .19 31.16 .25 -33.87 .27
{ 1 11.84 .19 12.18 .27 42.65 .25D3
8 - 7.41 .30 -12.75 .38 -42.51 .42
{ 4 16.73 .32 16.54 .44 .. 6.24 .46D4 5 12.59 .27 ,-16.52 .38 &.25 .40
Separations
Methyl gpo a b c
Dl 31.08 .22 26.48 .30 19.19 .31
DZ -22..52 .16 -62..49 .23 67.75 .24
D3 -19.25 .18 ...2 4.93 .2.4 -85.16 .2.3
D4 29.32 .21 33.06 .Z9 ..IZ.49 .30
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Not e to Tables 9 and 10. 74.
The constant term for all the deuterons is 1.4 - Z. 7 gauss.
It is slightly in error due to the incorrect value adopt ed for YHIYD
( 3/4- ) used in the data reducti.on. The val ue was later determined
experimentally by running the DMR. spectrum of a sa pte of 99.5%
heavy water (:r.br8k Hydro) in the same way as tor Cl single crystal.
In order to check that there was no shift due to the ferric chloride
in the field measuring probe sa pte , the high resolution spectrum
of .05M ferric chloride in water wa compared with that of pure
water. (The spectra were kindly Irecorded by R.:! .Lynch on Q,
erkin-El er spectrometer.) It was found that the relative
difference was lese than. Z pp • althou.gh the peak from the doped
sample was about 5 ppm wide. The m!I asured value for YH/ro was
6.51431 !.4 ppm. which may be compared with 6.514399 ±. .5 ppm
determined by Wlmett (22/5) in HO. However. the experimental
value will be used. since it was rrreaau red in the conditions which
were actually us ed , It will include the appropriate susceptibility
and shielding correction s , In this case .5!. .1 gauss should be
subtracted from all the values oCa in tabte e 9 and 10. Wimett's-
value would lead to a correction of .9 gauss in the same direction.
TABLE 9.
Gent.re of gravity shifts for the rotation patterns run at oOe.
The units of a, b, c are gauss.
a) a-axis rotation pattern
75.
Deuteron a
D1 2.13
D2 1.6
D3 1.42
D4 1..17
b c
-.59 • 11
.33 •.24
-.35 .37
.11 .65
b) a-axis rotation pattern, repeat.
Deuteron a
D1 1.95
DZ 1.46
D3 1.47
D4 1. 93
c) b-axis rotation pattern.
Deuteron a
Dl, D4 1.43
D2 1.86
D3 1.59
b c
-1.1 .71
- .43 -.16
- .59 .85
- .94- -.30
b
- e .28
..,1.09
-.90
c
.24
-1.16
-.90
TABLE 9 continued. 76.
d) c' ..axis rotation pattern
Deuteron a:
Dl 2.11
.D2 2.42
D3 2.24
D4 2.59
b
-.27
-.9
-.79
-. 1
c
-.23
.58
.46
.26
TABLE 10.
<;entre of gravity shifts for the rotation patterns run at 77° K.
77.
a, b, c are given In gaus s ,
a) a-axis rotation pattern.
Deuteron a b c
D1 ,2.0'1 .Q8 -.10
DZ 1. 99 .01 -.23
.D3 1. 96 .03 -.0.5
D4 l.03 .05 -.05
b) b-axis rotation pattern.
D1. D4 l.33 -.37 .37
, :O2( 2.37 -.52 .40
D3 l.73 .4Z .26
) ~
c) c -axis rotation pattern.
Dl Z.07 -.16 .05
D2 2.26 -.08 .0
D3 2.21 -.28 .07
D4 1. 61 .01 .0
D1.
yl group~ b 'upric
78.
tz!!'=-- .se. 9. 1yy= 30.50, +'xx" Z5.59kB~ Exp. trace;:; -.29
C-C Cu ...Cu
Eise ve tor vector
e. t -.5939 -.7 5 -.3863 -.550 -.6913
b' •. 1070 .5451 ...8315 -.0950 .5698c' ...7974 .4525 .3993 -.7981 .4444
. z.
'YJ ··.088 .
fll.~::: -55. 92, +yy~ 31.79, 1xxaZ4. 13kHz Exp. t:ra e :: -.2bc-c Cu-Cu
a'
bt
c·
03.-
-.4756·
-.8333
.2819
-.8404
.52.51
.1341
7J .137.
vector
.2.598
. 1731
.950
...9029
-.82.94
.2 34
f'zz:: -55.48, ;yy:' 31.S~; ;xx·- 24.Z3kHz
!!ig nV6ctors.
a.'
b'
c'
D4.
.4997
-.aZI
- e .L 7()O
.8Q39
.4956
.0896
1] ::.13Z.
vector
-.6913
-.5698
.4444
Exp. Trace::. 29
e-c Cu-Cu
v ctor vector
.0632
.2832
...9510
.SOl9
-.8294
-.2434
;Z'l.::' -54.84, />yy:31.5 • ;xxc Z3.3 kHz-
Eigenve "'t01·5.
a'
0.'
et
~.6009
.0695
-.7963
.6417
.6360
- .42-87
=.149.
.6913
.5698
-.4444
.Exp. trace:: - .14
c-c Cu-Cu
voctor vector
~.4767
.7666
67
-.5947
.0950
-.7983
.6913
-.5698
-.4444
TABLE 12.
Electric field gradient tensors for the m.ethyl sroupsin cupric
acetate at 0(: • .
1.
at -.5689 -.7505 ,..3364
b' -.0936 .4654 -.88tHc· - .8171 .4692 •.3350
.~=.136
DZ.
J. l:: -SS. 15. J. . 30.63, j,"' ....= 24.52kHz.'f zz . ..,yy ., .-u,.
at -.4586 -.881 '1 .1109
h' -.8523 .4718 .2261
, r .251'"( -.0(}91 .9078
1J=.111
D3.
fzz= -55.70, fyy= 32.14. fxx':; Z3.56kHz.
Eigenvectors.- - ... _ ___._
al -.5250 .8036 .2:804
l)r .8029 .5769 -.1500
Cl -.2823 -. 1484 .9481
"7 =.154
D4.• th't.,,= -55.94, lA :.: 30.66, +zz""Z4.30k ..Iz .T TYY
Etgenve tors._,--_.
a'
bl
C'
.7238
.5182
-.4557
•. 3797
.8504
.3641
-.5762
.0905
-.,8123
'YJ ... 114.
79.
Exp. tza ce ;:: . 83
c-c Cu-Cu
vector vecto'r
-.5950
-.0950
...7981
-.6913
.5698
.4444
Exp. trace;:: -. 74
C-C Cu-Cu
vector
-.5029
-.8294
.2434
vector
-.6913
.5698
-.4444
Exp. trace;:: .87
c-c Cu-Cu
ve tor
-.5029
.8294
.2434
vector
.6913
.5698
-.4444
Exp. trace;:: 1. 14
e-c cu.ce
vector vector
-.5950
.0950
-.7931
.6913
.5698
-.4444
V. 5. Interpretation of the results for cupric acetate. 80.
a) Centre of gravity shUt.
The centre o.f gravity shifts for the Unes originating fro each
deuteron in all the rotation patterns are given in Tables 9 and 10.
They are shown in the form :- ..
8 := a + b sin ·ZQ+ c cos 2
where s is the centre of gravity shift in gauss.
a, b. c are the coefficients given in Tables 9 and 10,
•
and is the magnet rotatio 1 angle in degrees.
Standard deviations are not given. since they are identical with
those given in the corresponding tables. (Z - 8) .• for the line splittings.
Typical values lie between. Z and. 4 aus s at the 95% confidence level,
so the anisotropic shilts for the 0° C rotation patterns are significant.
It was at first thought that the isotropic part ·0£ the shi£t. which
is large for both the 770K and o=c spectra. was ue to the butk
rnagnetic susceptibiUtyof the crystal. However, the susceptibility
changes by a {actor o{ about five between the two temperatures (17/5).
while the shift changes very little. The coefficients band c would
also be iden.tical for all the deuterons if the shift were due to so e
bulk effect.
Second order perturbation theory (18/5) shows that the centre of
gravity shift is of the for ':.
s = a' + b' sin 4Q + c· cos 4
t , e. I the coefficients band c are zero. Since. in fact, the terms 81.
1nZ' wer e observed I even the isotropic centre of r' ity shift
cannot be due to second order effects.
V. 6 The magnetic system in cupric acetate.
It was considered that the centre of gravity shift observed in the
00Cspectra was due to the anti.ferromagnetic' interaction between
the copper atoms in each pair. The system has been described by
Figgis and' Martin (l6/S).
The position and shape of nuclear resonance absorption Hnes
are influenced by the magnetic environment of the absorbing nuclei.
The tt e average of the magnitude of the r.:lagnetic field due to the
copper atoma will vary from point to paint in the unit cell, thus the
centre of gravity of the pair of lines originating fro one deuteron
will be shifted. If the .pin exchange rate is cOinparable with the
Larmor frequency of the deuteron. then the resonance line witl be
broadened as well a8 shifted. It can he shown (9/5). in the case
where the copper atoms are magnetically anisotropic, that the time
average of the magnetic moment of CL copper atom i.a -
(5. 1);
where (3 is the Bohr magneton.
Ho is the external magnetic fie id in gal18s.
k is Boltzmann's constant,
T is the abaalute temperatur . ,
and gZ is a tens or, the square of the s -tensor .
8~.
Poulis (20/5) has shown that the dipolar field, h , at a deuteron
due to a single copper atom is :...
2 3h:: c po ~ (3 COB .. 1) Ir (5. Z)
where r is the distance :from the copper aton to the deuteron and
o is the angle between the vetors r and Ho. This relationship
neglects components ot the di.polar field transverGe to HQ' Henee
the ce t1'e of gravity s.hift of a P ir of resona.nce lines originating
from one deuteron, due to one eopper ato ,is g ven by : ..
lZkT
2 3 cosZO ":"1
g 1 . 3
r
(5.3)
QZ H
P ·0
~H::
gf is the magnitude of the component of g2 in the direction of
V. 7 Calcu~tion of the¢entre er gravity shifts.-
The expected shilt is calculated by summing equ tion (5.3) over
all the copper atoms which produce a significant contribution to the
magnetic field at a particular deuteron. Equation (5.3) can therefol'e
be written, after aub.titution of the values of the constants. a8 :-
2
:) cos 0t - 1 ) gauss
r( . (5.4)
T in (5.3) is take 1 to be Z730K.
Thesum.mation over j -= 1.Z is taken because there are two magneticaLLy
different copper atom pairs in the cryata l , typified by thoso centred on
the points <'9. o. ~) and (i.• - t. 1). The index i cycles over aU the
copper atoms in the crystal. U we extend this summation over 3.
aU copper atom~ within a distance L ·IT of the deuteron. it is easy
to show that the contribution from ate 8 near the surface of the
sphere is roughly proportional to 1/ LIMIT. It is a Lso necessary to .
Z
average the quantit ... 3 coe 01- lover one r evo ut ion of the methylTj
ri
group. For these two reasons a computer progl'an'l was written to
deal with the large amount of calculation.
The program first generates the posltions of the molecule
inversion. centres which are with'u LIMIT of the m thyt gr oup being',
studied. It then sets up theg-tensors in orthogo 1crystallographic
coordinates for the two differe t copper atoms. These g-tensors
tl'ansform in the same way a8 the El fig tenaor , so the program at
thi stage is identical with SPECTRUM. The magnitudeeof the
pr! ip a components are take from Bleaney and Bowers (2.1/5).
they are fJx = gy .. Z. 08, gz = Z.. .:"1. A comparison of Bleaney and
B[)wers' results with those of va Ii.ekerk and Schoening (13/5) show
that the gz eigenvector is parallel with the Cu - Cu vector. The
program hal thue calculated the coefficients aj. bj. Cj. in the
relationship :-
AH = L,l(aJ + bj sin 2® + Cj cos 2 ®) X
j=l .~
(5.5)
where @ ie the magnet rotation 801 gte
FGU E9.
, Centre of gravity shifts for the
a--axis rotation pattern, at O°C
,- experimental
-.:.. - calculated
1
magnet rotation angle
-1
gauss
........ --- -- _- -------- .... ._-
-
J
, ,
_.,.------..__-
_,' -_ ..._ - .... ..-i
,i ,
'4.
j ::::1 or copper atoms ;vith' inte gra l b-c oor ' ate.
a d j :::Z for co er at o« .; wtth : ..alf-!. te gra l )-COO ' hate.
It r en a ins to ca le uta.te the va.Iue s in the second" am 'latioll. Fur
coppe r atoms close to the met'lyl group. thh :facto.' is ta en to be its
verage va ue ave .. one rot tio s: the ethyl group. hi le [01' ato .8
which are more t ran 10 dist ..nt fr·om the thyl e rben ate .• the
deuteron i. tn ke n to be in 'ta rnear osition. This was done in order
to sa . omputation tine. si ice othe rwts e the fae or had to be
alculated 624 times the number of copper. tOY'[lS 0» id red. The
program outputs a graph of the results using the procedure
GRAPHICA . f r ern the predictio rogram.
Son: e ty ..kal results of the cat ulati.on are a own in Figure 9.
It can be $een that there is litHe as-reement betwee t e experimental
re$ulta and the calculation. The odel proposed is therefore
in c r r-eet . One part which is wrong is that the a a et ic system was
taken to foLLowthe Curie law. whi e in fact it does ot do so. This
will only affect the magnitude of the shift. and not its phase.
V The lectric field p.radient t ns or ,
The :figUTI!S in Tables Z- W()re lS d a s data in t' J program
TENSOR, At firt;t it wa,s foune that the progra'\'l gave v ry poor
results if the tran6Jor.natioll .r atri es iro RIE r we re used
directly in E 'OR. On r ve r s i is the directions 0 the b! and c!
. xe~~. r the t ax i otat io 1 t alter sat sf cory tell ora 'Here obtained
fro-r; teO C r una . Si ita r ly , in the 770 K runs. the ax s 85.
pe rpe d ic u la r to He rotation axis were r-eve r-sed for the a' a nd c'
ax in rotation patterns. The ei~ht possible perm tat sons were tried
. roz-d e r to find the correct combinati 1'.1. It wa " lays oasy to see
which was the right Bet. since this g:l.ve.. a lt t -ace s for the calculated
e£g tens Drs. - e vious ly the pro"'rat1:~ (! EC"" "U!",,1had given a very
poor . rediction for t e (l' axi .. 00 C r otat icn pattern, bt t this was
thong t tobe because at this stage nlv a: approximate efg tensor was
ned. The r otat ion pattern wae repeated to check .hat the discrepancy
wae not due to thccrystal faW.ng off the holder. The r epe ted pattern
is shown in Figure 8. SPECTRU\l.i: nd TE SOlt use the ...arne theory.
so 011 us ing the right 1:1' nsform.atio matrix the p:t:cdiction was much
better. We can see th t reverl'li.r:.g two of the axes orrespol1ds to
t rning the crysta through 18 o about the remaini.ng xis. and that the
new tr nsfOJ:·t Mien rnat r ix fits tile crysta.t just a. welt as the old one
el'ived in. ORIEN T.
The re u t ...;Cram TENSO are sho' n tn tab le a 11 and l?. The
d.h·ection cosines ot the C-C and Cu..Cu vectors [ca tcu.lat ed from van
Nieke rk and Shhoening, reiere ce 1" /5) are shown for ccmpar ts on
with the eigenvectors rcr re ependt 19 to qzz a ad <1yy re"'pectively. It
can be seen that the asymmetry parameter. YJ • is non ..zero. Since
the explanation of this has aome effect on qzz. t. e a lue of l'J will be
discus' ad first.
i) The asymmetry pa;t'a )eter.·_.---- -....- 86.
Sin.ce the I .ethyl. grQul' rotates very r @id y co-rvpar ed with the
qua.d.rupo la.r- a litti g fr·quency. the appaze t efg tens or for it eau be
obta i.ned by·eraging the efg tensor for the at at ic deuteron over a
cornp le t r otat ion of the methyl grOUt, about the C-C v sctor-. By
usi:n,~ an exte sian of tt e theory given by DRs and Ha. n (37./_), the
appar e nt ef . ten or I. 1t, is :.
2-xx COS «:
f ;'3 :"~xx' i1'120:.
r 12 ~ ~13 = ~ d'3 ::0, (5,6)
hero <# 1 the diagona.\ised ef~1tenIH)l' for the non-rotating deuterium.
atonv, ec is the atlgle between the dire .on of the tal'gcat 'principle
co. iponent 01 ~ and the rotation axl.e ,
YJ is .he ' ~ymmetry parrHeter for the static deuter on , it does
et change ~ ten ethyl grou rotates,
Si c e rxx - -i (1 - '"1) tzz;
p lj:: ~,1{J - 'YJ> ("013 Zoe + ! +'1 J1z.z. (5.7)
'We woutd thus eX'gect the aFP<nont efg teotior to be axiaHy
syn'lmetric, even if the original tel Bor were not so, As an example.
if eose(, =-i (t(1ltrahedral metityl g ruup] and "1- 0, then ~3.~ . -icfzz·
1 ..
1> J~is very sensitive to ~ - for "7 :.. ,1. P33 ;::- ~ rZZ· It 1S therefore
I
very unwise to estimate r Zz from values ,ot: 133 by a. eurning that '1 ;
O. Tb.'i~ point wiH be di.scussed tater.
A first explanation of the aSyln etry wa tha.t the electl'ic charge
cl . tributicm 01'1 the C02 - group bad tv o..fold r otattc l symrnetry 87.
abou.t the C.C ban 1 axis, 0 the a ~age d efg at the deut riurn atom
might be .on-a.xi"",l y ey mruet r tc . This ilo'l the 'it' ct electric field
eH ct_ A progr .1 was writtetl to do the calc tation. t ...as found
that a lthough the a "'ym1et:ry was high itl c rtai oea Uie G of the
de ut ...r It e a v raged elg tCllsor \lag no different fr cm th t dcri ed
w' he t the di.rect e le t r ic fio {feet.,
i') The indirect· e lectr" !le id effect.
Elech-ic f··eld gradient ea 111tio s by Bishop (27/5,). Harrison
(28/5)' and Hende r s oa and Ebbin' (29/5) showed that the greatest
co t:dbu Lonto the eig at the de te r ium ato., come fran t l.e htmding
r gion. At first it woutd appea~ fl'(hn t le forrrl of the 0 er at or for qzz
t lat the ma '01' part waul. co me f;ro} . eectror density close to the
nuc eua , .A shnple 'nQdel vva P1"OPCHH,dto exptaf n the no ~zero value
of 1') for the methyl grQups. T: e e ecretc fie Id du to ella -ges on the
ato 8 near the eute r en polarise the e lectr or s i he C -D bond and
the .Indu ce-d..' aipole produces ne ecrr tc fi gra ie t at the deuteron.
The effect must be averaged over oe rovot 'tion of he ttl llyl group.
A program. INDUCE, was wJ:'iUen to ttl ke the appropriate
calculation. The molecule b:as¢4 c'Oo.rcHnate, (z a:(lS along the methyl
carbon to carboxyl carbon ato.n v.ectcr, x axis parallel to the Cu-Cu
veetor I origin at the methyl carbo atom) of aU charge 'toms are read
in together v. ith thei!" respective charges, and the resuit'lllt electric
o
field at a point 1. 09X RT A fro 11 t: e origin, along the G-D vector ie
arc late 1. RT can take nnv value between 0 and •
88
The induced .
di.ot f- i give v >
~ - Oi..V. (5.8)
whe re et: is the po la r isab i 'ty te ns ee nd
¥ is the e lectri ' fie ld at tl oint con ide r ed , It should be noted
that the polaris! biUty tensor h re is obtained b tral s£o:rrr ingthe tensor
in .oor dtnate s based on the c~. xond tu the mole ute based syste
It is s imple at at this stage to set up orthog 1 coordinates based
n the Induc ed dipole. with Zl along the dipole. Xl ar Hel to the
molecular xy plane and origin at the position of the dipole. The position
of the deute r ium atom is trans!ornHild i to this system. If its
coordinates in the dipole based aet ane (x , y. z) then it is easy to show
tha,t the efg tensor due to the.dipolo is :-
Vxx = Sf-z (5xl./t·2,.1)/r
Vyy = 3pz (Sy /r2"1)/r5
VIa'Z:: 3f'-z (Sz2/r2 ..3)/rS
Vxy:: lSvxyz/r 7
Vzx c 3fAx (5zZ /r2 ..1)/1'5
Vyz::: ~fAY (5~Z/r2 ..l)/r5
where r ;: (xl + y? + zZ) ~.
(5.9)
TheC?etensor components al'e tr,ansiormed into the molecule
based system and added to the ten or derived by transior ing the eig
tensor f.or the static deuteron mto the same system. The above
89.
c tculaion is repeated for six pos ittone of the deute r on , spaced by
bOO aad ata r t in { f 0 "l"l the e r ie nta.t ioo w ie r e tl e -"-0 ve ct r He in the
z-x molecu a r pane. As a check the apparent efrr t na or was calculated
wit 0.· t the indue cl. terms and gave a result idellt" cal tth equation 5. 7
in part (i) of this section. The i.nput data for t e ea cu laui on we r e :-
at omic coordtnate.e , cl rived. from van! eke r k and Se .oaning (13/5).
a.tomic charaes. taken to be -2 electronic cl a r es 0 \.~he copper ions
and i.i unit 01'1 the oxygen atoms ,
the efg tensor for the static deute r c 1.
th.e pa r-arnete r RT. which controls the pos it io of the indue d dipole along
the C D bond,
the principa 1 components of t 1 polat'i' abi tity tense .for the C-D bnnd ,
from Rowell and Stein (30/5). EarLier values for this quantity. for
exa npie. thot~eea$ured by Yoshhno and Bernat i (25/5) and in all the
references quoted in Table I ~i Row~l and Stein's paper are unreliable.
since they do not take into account the internalelectrk field of the
molecule. The tensor was taken to be axially 8ym netric with bi :::1,934.
03
b2 ::; .044A • although the C·D bend is not axially symmetric in this
compound. Rabinovich (31/5) has shown tha.t there is only a. 5% isotope
eUect on the C-H bond polarisa.bi ity, so the above fgures 101' the C-H
bond can safely be used for the C -D bond.
As expected. the induced eig tensor was very sensitive to the value
of RU'. The data which gave the beat fit to the observed te 80r were :-
Q.zz = 168 kHz. '1::: .05 for the static deuteron and RT ::::.25. 90.
The calculation ga.ve :_
~ 3;: -56.3 <f>~2:: 31.8 1{1:' 24.5 kHZ,
which may e 01.) .pared ~ith the a 'crage of the t·enS01"6 from the liquid
nitr gen ota.tf on patter s :_
), 1 :: .55.6 j, 1 ::- 31. 3 ~ I _ 24." kHz ,
133 iZ2 1
The eigenvectors o·fthe ca c. te efg tensor th olecular axis
1~3 f 22 f i1
x . 2 9 .999 .0
y .0 . ;') 1.0
z -.9996 . 289 .0
a in th exp ~r' me nt .I r e au t • he J...I e i env ctor is very close tor 33
that t e ea leu t P:33 directionthe z ax ie , It is rather unexpe e
deviates from the z axis. in. view f t e s y.rrmet r ica cii!!: ribution of
charges in th no le c e. T e fac t'" t (> ~2 is T gl Y pa r a lte l to the
Cu-C vector is very signific nt , s iu e this ts also fa nd'L'l the experi-
ental r es ult .• TU is the ", a ia pi ace of vidence i fa our of t e
m e.
Th rriode l described bovo ·'.xplaiu }) II !l-Z~.I.·O ue of '1
give s quite gocd agree ent be we n t'l ry nd expe ! .~clita.l results. in
spite of 'ts s ir plicity. The main. ~~_; ( ~t 011 '( i4t1~ are:-
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a) that we take no account of the effective dielectric constant
of the medium between the chargee and the C-D bonding
electrons.
b) that charges on atoms in molecules other than the one considered
have no effect. The calculation could be extended to include
these 'Without too much difilC!utty. This ight explain the fact
that the deviation of the t 22 eigenvector from the eu-eu vector
is, differen.t for Dl. and D4 from that for DZ and D3 (see tables 11
and 12).
c) that the induced dipoles on .other bonds do not affect the ef'g at
the deuteron being considered.
cl) that the charges on all the carbon atoms are zero.
The accuracy of the calculation could probably be improved by
taking theee point. into account. However. only a full scale quantum
mechanical cal.culaUon could give a reliable anawer i since any simpler
model relies on the crude idea. that the polarisability of a bond can be
repre8ented by a.ingle ten.OT.
tv) The value of ~ 'li,z'
In section (U) it was shown that the value of 1.zz for the static
deuteron was about 168 kHz. .This ie based on the assumptions below.
in additio,n to the ones given above .about the valiclity of the indirect
electric field effect model.
ala correction of + ·4.0 kHz ha& been made to the apparent 13'3 to
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account for the indir et electric fie td effect.
b) the asyml:Iletry para .ete z lor the static deuteron is .05. This
value is an estimate only, but see s to be reasonable when
compared ..vith the value of .100 for water (35/5)a1 d .064 ±.' 013
for anthracene .dlfJ (36/5). No determination of"Y) for a
'euteriurn at o .. bonded to A p3 hybrid!. ed arbon atorn has
bee rna.de , If'1 .ere e r o , then f 33wouLd i Cl" ase by about
11 Hz.
c) the D-C.D ang le i.n cupric acetate is e ua l to the tetrah dral
ang e. l09Q 2S'. By sbstituting
cos 2c:c ;: i (4 cos D-1),
(S.7)
wh re D is the D-C -D angle, 1 cquat tor o! se et ion (i), and
the.n di!£erentiatil'lg v...ith es pe t to D, we can show that 1z:t
decreases by Z. 5 kHz f D increases by one degree·.
The structure of acetic ac "d-d3 has b en et.er m.i ed by Tabor
(JH IS) usinglicrowave epec tr cacopy , but the error in the D-C-D
angle is very lar ge , t e value betn 10ao 3 It 4°, It is
therefore better to use he tetrahedral angle In t e absenceo!
a good n"leasur'e,ent.
Before we ca.n compar e the a tu of ¢:llZ io·r cupr tc acetate with
other- de te r rr inaUone of the quantity in different compounds we muat
cr'U aUy examine the a s sumptto made in each. 'The k own vatue e are
listed in Table 13 :vith the method o£ measur-er ant and a few I>ara. eter s
£01: ea c c ornpound , None of the determinations can be regarded as very
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reliable. All of them as aurne that r; is zero, although the valueo! ~2Z.
is very sensitive to 1). In the case of the determinations made by
studying solutions in liquid crystals (Rowell et at, , reference 12/5,
Caspary et al •• reierence 33/5. and Klein et al. , reference 34/5) this
leads to an error in the expression fOr Ue splitting of the spectra lines.
In the compounds studied by Caspary et al. (CD3 Br, CD3I. CD3CN). the
value of "7 will not vary very much, so the coupling constants can be
compared with each other. However, in measuring the s. parameters
for the liquid crystals they used the protonated compounds. then the
results were used to interpret the DMR spectra. Tht!rre could have been
an isotope effect on the S- parameters. Klein et al. also me asured the
deuterium quadrupolar coupUng constant in CD2 GIZ via a determination
of the corre~ation time of the molecule using the 3SC1 coupling constant
in the aettd, This increases from 72." mHz in the solid to 78.4 :!::. 2. MHz
in the gas (37/5). 80 the value whi'ah should have been used lies somewhere
between the two figures. In view of the substituent effect found by
Casparyet al .• it was invalid for Klein et al. to compare their value of
the coupling constant with that oa lcutated by Pyykko for the CD4 moleo.ule
(38/5).
All the other measurements of the coupling constant in other methyl
~unds can be safely disregarded. The value of 100 + 50 kHz deduced-
by Anderson and Ramsey (39/5) could not be expected to give a good
value. a8 they explained in their paper. Saraswati and Vijayaraghavan
(Z/5) gave a value of 83 kHz and Y) :: .Z7 for the apparent efg tensor in
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p~lycrystalline acetone:-d6. The DMR.spectra of polycrystatline
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sa.mples are always difficult to interpret t since the signal to noise ratio
is 80 low. FinaUy, the static deuteron coupling constants of 98 and 107
kHz for liquid CD31 and CD3 CN respectively t determined by Zeidler
(40/5) {rom rela_xati·on time studi~s, are BO far from Casparyts results,
that there is obvioudy,ome error.
The results of Caspary are probably the ost reliable, in spite of
the a.ss'umptiORs which they made , The most important point which
comes from their work t. that substitution on the carbon atom influences
the magnitude of the coupUng constant. Weiss and Flygare (41/5) found
from the microwave spectra of various acetylenes that the coupling
constant was .within the rather large experimental error t independent
of the substituent. However, the substituents wer~ not, of course. on
the same carbon atom, and it is unsafe to assume that sp3 bonded
compounds behave in the same way as 8p cempouade ,
Table 1~ shows 80 e of the physical properUeso£ the methyl
halides (except the fluoride). acetonitrile. the acetate ion. cupr ic
acetate and methane. Since the values of the quadrupolar coupling
constant determined by Caspary et al. and Klein et a.l, neglect YJ • it
is rather difficult to .make co parisons with the present work. U we
accept ~hat they form a consistent eet of re8ults. and that cyanide is
motte eiectJ'on.egaUve than iodide then the values of the coupling constant
for the static deuteron correlate with the electronegaUvity of the
substituent. The e lectronegativltyof the cyanide group was determined
96.by Dailey and Shoolery (4Z/S) by an NMR method, and is probably
subject to some error due to the diamagnetic anisotropy- of the group.
The otherelectronegativities are due to Huggins {4315}. Bersohn has
proposed that an electronegative substituent pulls electlt'ons from the
deuteron Is orbital into a carbon bonding orbital. The contribution to
the eig from the nuclei is positive t and if we as sume that the resultant
efg is also positive. then the increased asymmetry of the electron
distribution due to an electronegative substitue.nt will decrease the eig
at the deuteron. On this basis we Can see why the 'coupling c onata nt for
the deuterons in CDZ ClZ is much tower than for CD3 Br. However.
Harrison's calculations (l8/S) seem to show an opposite effect, the
coupling constant increases when -OH or NHZ is substituted for a
deuteron in methane. More exact calculations are probably necessary.
The D.. C- X bond angles are shown in Table is , where they are available.
Although there is a distinct relationship between 1z;z and this angle, the
change in angle with substituent is probably a steric as. well as an
electronegatlvityeffect, 80 we can draw no conclusi·onsfrom this
correlation.
Salem (44/5,) has shown, at least lor diatomio hydrides i that there
is a linear re tationship between the quadrupolar coupling constant for
the deuteron and the force con$tant. There seems to be a correlation
betwee.n the CH3 symmetric stretching ("\.14) frequency and the coupling
constant for CH3Br, CH3!' CH3CN. but not for CDZC.IZ'
Other correlations were attempted which involved the charge on the
carbon atom. The 13C chemicalshi£t is known to be sensitive to
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charge on the carbon (45/5). and is proportional to the Huggins
electronegativity of the substituent. UnfortunateLy. the l3C chemical
shifts of CH3CN and CH31 are also subject to diamagnetic ani otropy
effects, 80 it is difiicult to make comparisons with other compounds.
J13C ..H is not affected by this anisotropy. but there is stiLLno satisfactory
relationship, although Muller and Pritchard (46/5) have pointed out a
connection between J13C_H and the substituent electronegatlvity.
It is difficult to compare the results discussed above. firstly
'because of the neglect of ~ • and secondly because of the lack of NMR
and lR spectroscopic data for cupr-ic acetate. A tentative explanation
for the low value of f .z·z is that the highly charged cupric ions make the
groups attached to the methyl group very electronegative.
V.9 Comparison of the results at oOe and 77oK.
There is a small reduction in the value of f ;z.z in going from 770K
to ooC. This is in the expected direction. since the increased
amplitude of vibration leads to a reduction in f z~ - the rotation of the
methyl group discussed in the previous section is an. extreme example.
The cbaltge for cupric acetate is significant. and probably arises from
'V'cu'ylow freq,uency (100-200 cm";1) lattice modes.
V. io- The accuracy of the results.
The accuracy of the r:otationpattern determination is satisfactory.
but a comparison of the splittings. calculated from the eige.nve.ctors •
eigenvalues and transfor ation atrices. with the experimental reaults
98.
shows differences of up to'Z galls,S. The values of r; are not the. arne
for thepait's D1 t 04 and DZ. D3. It ie believed that the main error
arise bQcauseof the, poor g'rowtho£ the crystal £a.qes. which resulted
'in \naccuratet'ransfOl'rna.tion matrices. The probe axis wa.s assumed
to be paraUel to the magnet rotation axis when the outside of the Dewar
was parallet with the magnet polepiet:ee. The a.ccuracy ot construction
was sueh t~t this would not give an "rror of more than a. fraction of a
degree.
V.11 The water molecules.
AbsorptionB due to wate.1"moi(uulle8 were only ()bserved ever a
limited range, tn the b' &Jeisrotation pattern at 77°l<• where the full
rotation was explored,. In the other 770K rotation patterns they were
only seen rarely. so nO complete 'exploration was made. A prediction
was macie.and found to ,agree quite welt if it W$.S assumed that qzz=ZOO
kHz and 'VJ =: .13. with the plane of the water molecule defined by the
positi.on.s of the three oxygen atoms with whioh it was involved. The
values of qzz and '1 were &i'milar to those found by CUfford (1/3) for
,\
COpper sulpha.te pe.ntadeulerate.· A co.mp&rison of the ~... axi.B rotation
patte"nwi.th the crystal structure showed, that signals due to the water
molecules only appeared wben the magnetic fie ld direction was c lose to
one of the cryetallogl:'aphic. axle (Bree.tions.
A prediction was alBa made f.ot the 00 'pectra .. at this temperature
the, water molecules were taken to be fUpping aboutthell' two ..£oldaxelS.
Nt) signal was e'ver seen. this probably indicated that the deuterons had
h 99.sue a short spin-lattice relaxation time that their b orpHons were
too b~oad to be seen.
V. 1Z Suggestions for further work.
It 1.s obvious from the above diacu6si.on that more work is required
before an unequivocaL value of the quadrupolar coupli g onstant for a
deuteron bonded to an Bp3 hybridised carbon ato can he obtained. A
8uitableco pound to start off with would be deuterated cupric propionate
monohydrate. dtrne r , where the methylene group is most pl"obably static.
This would allow a good d~termtnation of ~ z z ! and since there are two
different C-D bond directions relative to the Cu-Cu vector, it would be
possible to inve8Ugate the indirect electric field effect further. The
ain dl:f£iculties in the s,tudy of copper propionat ' would be its cost. the
absence. of an X-ray structure. and ita low solubility. which may lead to
troubles in growing a large single crystal. None of them aeenBto be
insuperable.
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CHAPTER VI, ::::L
POTASSIUM SULPHAMA TE .
VI. 1. Introduction:. .
Potassium autpbamate was chosen for study by deuteriu
magnetic resonan .e for three a in reasons. "he structure has
been determined by X-ray diffraction (3/6. 4/&) and neutron
dtffracUon (1/6). The proton positions are thu known, so the
directions of the bonds to hydrog .n atoms can be compared with the
directions of tho principle compon enteo! the efg rensor , The
quadrupoLe coupling constant for the deute riu atom in urea-d4
has been determined (5/b). this determination and Em.sLey and 5ith
(6/6) gave information on the'olecular vibrations. -Hence an
investigation of DMR spectrum might also yield information on the
vibration of the NDZ group. There have been very few measurements
2
of eqQ/h in compounds containing NoDbonds. they are NO). glycintnc
c empounds , ND4+ compounds. The referen .es may be found in
reference 7/6.
VI. Z. The crystal structure of Potassium Sutphamah.
In all of the following chapter, the axial system described by Cox
et at. (l/6) will be used. BroWn and Cox (3/6) a nd Jeffrey and
Sta.dler (4/6) u.sed a different Bet. A table showing the correspondence
between the three structure deter inattcns is given
101.
Cox et a t. a = 5.907 b ::::8.333 c :::8.302
Brown and .Cox c = 5.90 a = 8. 3Z b :::8. zs
Jeffrey and Stadler c = 5.907 a ::::S. 333 b:::S.302
a) External morphology.
The interfacial angles of a small eryata 1 of potassiu sulpham.ate
were easured with a 'Techne' optical goniometer. Unlike copper
acetate onohy rate, the facial reflections were extr mely sharp, 80
it was possible to achieve a rape tability of 1 ~ 2' arc. In spite of
the S lali difference between band c it was easy to seign Miller
indices to each face. The a axis is perpendicular to the largest face,
and c is along the needle axis. Th assignents were checked by
taking 1So oscillation X-ra.y photographs ofa small crystal. These
gave a = 5.93:t. .03, b - 8.30:t. .OZ, c:::: 8.30 + .04.R.
b) CrxstaL Structure.
The structure ·0£ potas eiurn su lpharriate haa been det rmined in
the above entioned references 1/6, 3/6, 4/6. The space group is
Pbcm (No. 57 of the International tables, reference 14/5), with four
molecules per unit cell. A projection of the structure on the a. b
plane is given S..n Figure 1. The four anions per unit cell are labelled
I, 11, Ill, IV; the coordinates of the nitrogen ato s in each are (. Z914,
.1802 •• 7S), (.2914, .3198 •• 25). (.7086 •. 8198, .25) respectively.
The proton positions I from Cox, et a\. , are also shown. but in the
projection given it ia not possible to. distinguish the two rotons bound
1.
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to one nitrogen atom, The two numbers beside each proton in the
diagram are the numbers assigned to them in the prediction program
SPECTRUM. The first number of the pair is the one belonging to
the proton with the higher c'coordi.nate.
Since the eryata l is orthorhombic. the matrix for the
transformation from crystallogl'aphic coordinates to the o.rthogonal
crystal based set is simple: -
a' ::;l 5.907 0 0 a
bl 0 8.333 0 b
et 0 0 8.302 c
This wag used in ca lculat tng the coordinates of the nit r ogen and
hydrogen atoms in Table 1.
c) The expected rotation pattern.
Since the anions I and III, and II and IV are related to each other
by an inver ston centre at (~,t, th there are on y two magneticaLy
different mo lecute a per unit cell. The anions are not centr esym etric,
so in an arbitrary orientation there will be four tine pairs in the DMR
spectrum. Howevar-, if the crystal rotation axis is coincident with
one of the crystallographic axes I the rotation pattern is hn.plified.
For example, in the a' -axis rota.tion pattern. the relationship between
the magnetic fie ld direction and the Wi! direction will be the same for
Dl and DS- It can be seen that in the a. and b axfs rotation patte.rns there
wilt betwolinepairsa:rieiug:£romdeuterol'lsl,3,6,S and 2~4,5.7; For the
c axis rotation pattern there are also only two line pairs from 103.
the filets 1, :2. 5. 6 and 3 I 4 I ? S. The crystals were thus mounted
wtth the crystallographic axis s c lo e as possible to the rotation axis.
VI. 3. Experimental Not~.
Three crystals of potassium cutphamate - dZ were grown by the
ethod described in Chapter Ill. Since the cryst Ie were tabular on
(100). it was necessary to gro YJ a very targe cry~ta wbich was thick
enough to give a reasonable fUU.ng factor for the a-axis rotation pattern.
The expe r irnerrtal conditions ver e uaua Hy : ..
RF level 50 m.v at the tank coil.
Field 8weep rate 4 or 5 gau s :per mtnute,
Modulation depth up to Z gauDs at 192 Hz.
Ti e con tant 10 seconds ,single section.
The c -axre rotation patter was the first to be run at 00 C. This
was easy exec t 101' the very weak ig ls when the magnetic field
dh ctton was about ZOofrom the Qxia direction. However t no
signals wer seen in the other 00 C r'otation patterns unless the
magne ic fie d direction was with'n 5 .. 7 degree of crystallograpbie
axi dire' ion. These obser-vatto wi.ll be de crib d In more detail
and dtacuaacd lare r .
VI. 4. Experimental results_,
The eslts are prese ted in T b l s Z-5, in the sa El form as
those for cupr-Ic acetate (Ch te r V. tabte s z , 9). N tabLes or graphs
are given for unsuccessful a and b rota.tion patterns run at 0° C.
TABLE 1. 104.
Atomic coordinates in potassium sulpha ate (in X)
Anion Atom. a' bl c'
I N 1.721 2.665 2.075
H 1.440 3.169 2.901
HZ .440 3.169 1.250
II N 1. 721 1.502 6.227
H3 1. ,0 .997 5.401
H4 1.440 .997 7.052
III N 4.186 5.668 6.227
HS 4.467 5.164 7.052
Hb 4. 67 5.164 5.401
IV N 4.186 6.831 2.075
H7 4.467 7.336 1.2S0
HS 4.467 7.336 2.901
'I'he etandar de Iat ions on he positions of the 1. rogen ato s
o
are about. 25 pm (.0025 A) and are about twice as large for the
protons. These figures were ea leu 'ated from table 4 of reference
1/6.
T BLE 2. 105.
Res lts for the c ·a.xis rotation patter at 0° C.
Transformation Matrix.
a" b' c'
X -,.0466 .9989 •. 0043
Y -,.0029 -.0044 -.9999
Z -.9989 -.0466 .003
Equation 0 lines.
euteron line no, a b c
{ 1 62.58 .33 -44.29 ,.48 48.32 .403,4,7,8
4 .57.45 .33 44,.63 .48 ..47.58 .4,6
{ 2 61.80 •71 52,.53 1.0 39.94 .901,2,5,6
3 -57.15 .42 -51,.81 .62 ...40.01 .56
Line sl?litting!..
Deute ron a b e
3,4.7,8 .110,.03 .23 88,.92 ,.34 -95.90 .33
1,Z,5,Q -108,.95 .38 -104,.34 .55 -79.95 .50
, )
, "')
, c
.~
, ...
TABLE 3. 106 .
Resu lta for the a' -axrs rotation pa.ttern a.t ..780 C •
Transformation matrix.
at b' e'
X .0060 -.9973 .0731
y -.9996 -.0079 -.0263
Z .0268 .0729 -.9970
Equations, of line s .
Deuteron Line no. a b c
{ 1 57.03 1.0 126.2 1.4 96.38 1.41 6,
6 -52.14 1.1 -127.4 1.7 -94.69 1.3
{ Z -47.47 .81 150.2 1. -35.64 1.02, 5 5 51. 80 .6 -149.3' .98 35.58 .93
{ 3 -4:4.57 1.1 -122.2 4. 7 -87.43 1.33, 8
8 50.93 .60 122.9 .87 0.02 • 77
{ 4 -53.07 •73 153. 1 .98 -,1:2.37 .934, 7
7 56.65 .83 -151.8 1.2 41. 70 1.1
L'nespHttings.
Deuteron. a b c
1, (, 109.17 • 7 253.6 1.1 191. 1 1.0
2, S 99.33 .53 -2.99.5 .8 71.20 .68
3, S 95.50 .57 245.1 .9 177.4- • 7
, 7 109.7 .55 - 04.9 84.07 .71
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1 es llts for the axis rotatio patt~rI). at ..78° C.
Transformation matrix.~-
a' b' e'
X -.0859 .O()45 .9963
y -.0194 -.9Q98 . 00Z8
Z .9961 ... 0191 .08bO
Equations of Ures .
Deutero Une no. a. b e
{ 1 -5.14 .48 6,1.24 .71 128.9 .601.4,6.7
4 9.24 .73 uO.99 1.0 ...128.6 1.0
{ z -5.80 .98 -10'9.0 1.5 93.001.22,3,5,8
3 9.20 .33 108.9 .48 90.97 .50
Line se'parati.ons.
Deuterons a b c
1,4,6.7 14.38 .42 -122.2 .62 -257.5 .55
2.3,5,8 15.00 .40 217.9 .60 ..184.0 .55
0
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S:esults !orthe c'-axis rotation pattern at _7Sok
Transfo;rmat'on matrix.-
a' b' c'
X -.QS15 -.9987 -.0031
Y -.0231 .0043 -.9998
Z .9984 -.0515 ... 0232
Equations of lines.
---...-. . -
~\euteron8 Li 1 o , a b c
\ 1 0.75 .48 -53.28 .54 37.67 .651 • 6 0 -59.78 .44 5~.30 .54 -38.65 .61I
\ Z -59.51 .50 54.47 .65 -39.04 .70Z. 5 5 1.20 .b7 -54.18 .86 38.46 •S8
'{ 3 -59.40 .65 -42.52 .90 -50.12 .863, 8
8 61.69 .50 42.01 .67 50.64 .65
{ 4 -59.56 .61 -42.14 .86 -49.87 .804, 7
7 61.83 .54 41.56 .73 50.31 • 71
Line separations.
Deuterons a b c
1 t 6 -120.5 • 3 107.6 .4 ..18.3Z .44
Z_ 5 ..120.7 .4 108.6 .5 ..77.50 .56
3, 8 ..121.1 .4 -84.53 .56 -100.8 .5
4, 7 -121. b .4 - 3.70 .56 -JOO.Z .5
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TABLE 6.
.Electric field gradient tensors !orthe deuteron in Potassium
109.
Sulphamate at -7SoC.
?zz- 205.3. fyy;:: -116.8. fxx= ·83.5
"1 =. 138
J!;igcnvectors
D1 J 06
n2. D5
xp. trace::. -4.23 kHz
N-D O-D
vector
a'
b'
c'
-.2685
.4976
.8248
.9560
.0330
.2914
-.1118
-.8668
.4846
-.2792
.5008
.8193
~ zz=208. 0 Exp. t ra.ce = .46 kHz
N.. O-D
'7=.13
Eig,envectora
a'
bl
c'
vector
-.2816
.5'217
-.8053
.9585
.1151
:-.2607
-.0433
-.8453
-.5325
-.Z792
.5008
-.8193
direction
,.0475
.2123
.9760
direction
.0475
.2123
-.9760
D3. D8
cf zz::' Z 5. • 1yy= -117. 1• 4xx= -8S.3 Exp. trace ~ -.36 kHz
-D O-D'1= .140 v ctor direction
Eigenvectors
a' -.2914 .9 90 -.1203 -.2792 .0475b' -.4959 -.0424 .8673 -.5008 -.2123
-.8180 -. 31Z . -.4830 -.8193 -.9760
D4, D7
cfzz:: 208.9, Tvv" -121.0, ~xx=r87.9
I = .154
igenvector .
a'
h'
C'
Exp. trace:: -.87 kHz
N-D O-D
vector
-.2735
-.5156
.. 8120
.9151
.1206
.3806
-.2963
•. 8483
.4388
.2792
.5008
.8193
direction
.0475
-.21Z3
.9760
1l0.
VI 4. continued.
Table 0 shows the results obtained when the data i.n Tables 3-5
were used for the program TENSO. The N-D vector direction
cosines (calculated from the figures in Table la) are a Ise shown for
comparison with the f ~:z;eigenvectors.
VI 5. Discussi.on of the results.
a) The va lue of f't z
The observed values of fZ'Z; ,fall into two pall's, with agnitudea
of Z05. 4 and zoa. 5 kHz. There appear a to be no pby lca 1 reas on why
there should be this difference t since the environments of 01 and DZ
are identical, so it must be due to experimental error.
The only other -NDZ compounds which have been studied by DMIt
are urea (S/o) and ND3 (Rabideau attd aldstein, reference 8/6). For
urea, f~t.::; 210.7 kHz and Y) :l .143 !. .01. 'fhtss.imilarity with the
values for pota.as ium autpbamate s surprising, si Cc In urea the
nitrogen cooedtnat ion isplallar ( orsha.m, reference 8/6), and in the
aulpharnate it is tetrahedral. It wou,~ appear that the value of f"''''
is co~ rolled by hydrogen bonding to the neighbouring oxygen atom.
The N,..Dand O-D distances in the two compounds are very similar. as
the table be low shows:-
Urea Potassium Sulphamate 111.
°O---H 2.07 2.147 A
N-H .991 1.007
N - Hl 1 0 153°. Z--- 0 angle 167. 4
N - HZ --- o angle 15l.°7 153°.2
The coupling constants for the two different d ute r ons in urea are
not perceptibly different, so f z~ is not very sensitive to the N-H---O
ang le , The N .. H bond length in urea is' probably too short, because
no correction was made for the large librational otian of the molecule
(Ems ley and Smith 6/6)~ It appears that hydrogen bonding has a large
influence on the quadrupolar coupltng constant of ammonia; it is 291
kHz in gaseous NHZD (9/6). a d 156 kHz in solid ND3 8/6). The value.
for NHZD is more re liable than the ZOO:t. 1Z kHz for a seoua ND3'
fau d by Herr nn (10/6), since the spectrometer had about eighty
times the resolution of Herrmann's. The difference between the
coupling constants of NHZD and ND3 should be very ama.ll, so.tbat it is
valid to use the NHZD result.
There see Et to be Httle doubt that urea, potassium sutpbamate
and mania are hydrogen bonded. The D-O distances in the first two
compounds are lees than the van del' aa l radic SUt of 2. S.x.. The
X-ray diffraction study by Olovs. on and Te plcton (11/6) indicates
that hydrogen bonding is present in 3. However. Vuagn t (IZ/6).
in an lR spectrum study says that there is no hydltogen bo ding in
potassium eulphamate , He quotes Brown and Cox's structure 1 2.
determination as evidence for this. but they did not determine the
proton positions.
b) The eigenvectors.
The cf-z,z eigenvectors tic very clos to the N-D directions
calculated from Table 1.. The anglo between the f z z eigenvectors
for D1. DZ is 109?Z f the same as for D3. D4. This ay be compared
with IlO? 1 + • 7 fr orn the neutron di.ffraction study. Chiba found that-
in urea f ,?Z de vtat es 3?4 from one N-D vector and l?Z from the other
N-D vector. This may be connect d with the diffe renc in the two
N-H---O angles in urea - they are lS1?7 and 167?4 respectively.
The fyy eigenvectors are tne Hned at about 20° to the a-b plane.
We wiU call this angle A, and its a'gn will be positive if the a' and b'
cornponents of the p yy eigenvectol' hav the sa . e sign. The sign of A
is found to be the same a that of the'c' co pone nt ()f the D-O vector.
The sign of the b' component of the O-D vector is always opposite to
that of the b' co penent of the <fxx eigenvector. and the normal to th
N-D-O plane is not far fro n the cf yy direction. For D1 the noral is
in the direction (. 7056. -.6845 •• 1836) and 1yy has the direction
cosines (.9560, .0330 •. Z914). The orientation of <fx:x .and ~yy thus
see to be controlled by the hydrogen bonding. but the direction of
fzz is unaffected. This is evil ne for hydrogen bonding in potassium
sulphamate. In urea the hydrog n bonds are in the plane of urea
olecuLe s o fyy is perpendicular to the -NDZ plane. The situation
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in urea and potassium autphamate is thus similar to that in hydrogen
bonded water, where fzz is nearly parallel to the O-D bond and ~yy
is normal to the O-D •. 0 plane.
VI. () Variation of line stre
At 0° C, only the c' -axfs rotation pattern lila successful, but the
Lines were very weak when the aga ettc field was about 30° from the
ataxia direction. In the a and baxta patterns, sign Is were only seen
when the agnettc fie ld direction was c lose to one Qf the axes
perpendicuLar to the rotation axe s .
Complete rotation patterns were ob erved at - 7SoC. Again, the
Hnes in the c'· xis pattern were w k at about 30° from the a' axis.
In the a' -axis patt.ertl the s ig a ls were eak at about 300 from the
c! ..axis, and in the b'-axls pattern, 0 asorpti.on as een within a
few degrees of the c xis.
There see s to be ittle cor xe lat.iou between the dir cHons of the
nagnetic field when the signal was weak and the structure, except for
the c-axis rotation patterns, wh re the nagnetic field as normal to
the -NDZ plane. The disappear c - could be duo to v ry rapid dipolar
re laxatto • which is known to have ngular dependance. No ign was
ever seen of dipole -dipole splitting of the reSOlla cUes.
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CHAPTER VU
APl?EN IX
The 0 ig ln 1 intention in t le project a to study so e single
crystals which rne Ited belo room tem.perature. but no s ig l were
ev r observed in the co pounds ha . Ho ever, itt1 of the
work done for this project is ati of mte r e at ,
VII. 1 Crystal' growth appara~.
T e appaz-atua, which is simi.lar to th t describd by E s Ley and
S i.th (1/7), iii> shown in .Figure 2. 1 wa foull t t, ithout the
copper tube, the part at which th te rper atur'e wa equa to the metting
point of the substance moved do.. nard as t e refrigerant sublimed.
away, about as fast as the cry tal was \0 ell' d.
et110d of growins .cr;rstals.
The sample tube wa filled with the ltq id and ea led. then the tip
of the capilla.ry was touched 0 piece of DUd carbon dioxide to s ed
the crystal. 'I'he tube was then au pend cl in the ap ratu at the
approximately correct h ight for bout h If an ho r. The height was
adjunted until about 3m,m of the liquid was frozen, then the dri.ve otor
was t rted to drop the tube at about 1mf /hr. Up to 4 _m long single
crystats of be.naene , nitrobenzene and HOD were gro .. n by this technique.
Only aniline faile to grow as a single crystal.
FIGURE 1.
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VII. Z L;owtemperature X-ray camera.
The carnez-a , without.r frigorant or insulatio is shown in
Figure 1. .The solid carbon dioxide coolant sur eouude the lZcm i.d.
zoppe r tube and 1.S ontained i.n a foa ad polyetyrene box.
A Unlearn oscillation ea ne r a was considered. but this ce era
was built for the following reae eue :-
a) The inconvenient size nd shape of the samp e makes it
impossible to mount outbe small gonia eter head of a Unlearn
osc ttlatton came r a , The maxhnu avaHa.ble distanc(J between
the top of the goniomet read and Ute X~ray beam is much lese
than the length of the capillary on the sa.rflple tube.
b) The difficulty ol relating the orientation of the amp] to the
camera.
c) The play in a 6t').'\all goniomete? head is large, especially under
the weight of tbe sa pte.
d) The difficulty of maintaining the a 1p o at a 10 t mperature.
The camera was in fact nev r used t but the design ae em to
overcome the above difficulties. Techniques were evtaedeo rel~ie
the orientation of the crystal found from X·ray photograph to the probe
orientatinn, and a method worked out to transfer a low meLting point
c r yata l to the probe at -60oC was sur.:cesdl.iLL
VU. 3- it lCoethodto et'n\inate breakthrough.
Iv any marginal oscillator spect r omete rs suffer fro modulation
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breakthrough. The usual methods used to eliminate it are ei.ther to
place an rf choke from the grid of t e first oscillator valve to ground
to shunt 1.!. voltages induced in the signal coil. or to place a coil,
coaxial with the signal coil. ro n the probe unlt , This coil is f d with
a cuz r-ent at the odu lat ton frequency. of appropriate amplitude and
phase so that the resultant magnetic fi.eld cancels out t e volt gas
induced in the signal coil. s impte r solutio i to u e a difference
amplifier between the spectromet-er audio output and the tuned am.ptifier
( ee Chapter III. figure J). One of its inputs is from the spect r o ete r ,
the other i from a volta.ge ource of the correct a np itude and phase
to balance out the br ea.kthr ough, Since the a dio s 'goal i at a
re Iat ive ly high leve L. no extra oise is r oduc ed by the i.fference
amplifier. This eyate was used succe sfully by John Cltfford (3/1.
p. 56), to eli inate br-eakthr cugh ea cl by spurious a plitude
modulation in a frequency modulated Robinson oscillator.
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